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Is proud to present its 62nd Auction

Of Collectable, Classic, Sporting &
Other Arms, Accoutrements and Edged Weapons.

The Portuguese Club, Nita Street, Del Judor X4, Emalahleni
on 24th November 2018
Viewing will start at 09:00 and Auction at 12:00
Enquiries:
Tel: 013 656 2923 Email: info@classicarms.co.za
CATEGORY A ~ COLLECTABLES
Lot

Lot Description

A1

Ak Drum Magazine
Seventy-five round capacity. Magazine is still in original packing and appears to be
unissued.
US M16/M4 Magazines x13
Thirty round magazines, various manufacturers. Very good condition.
AKM/47 Magazines x 6
Magazines are thirty round capacity, various manufacturers. Good to excellent
condition.
Uzi Magazines x 6
Magazine capacities of 25rd. each. All good condition
Colt .45 1911 Magazines x 8
Two military magazines in webbing pouch dated 1942, plus four commercial stainless
seven round magazines, plus 2 extended twelve round magazines. All in excellent
condition.
30m1 Carbine Magazines x 15
Four thirty round magazines in US military webbing pouch, six fifteen round magazines
in US bandolier type pouch, three loose fifteen round magazines and two loose thirty
round magazines. All in very good condition.
.45 Webley Spares Kits x 5
Includes grips, cylinders, hammers, internal bits & springs etc. for various models of the
.45 Webley revolvers.
Suppressors x 2
Longer suppressor appears to be for the 9mm BXP carbine, the shorter one appears to
be approximately .30 caliber. Both in very good condition.
7,62mm FN-Fal Magazines x 5
Three in SADF webbing magazine pouch, plus two others. Good to good plus
condition.
M1 Garand Clips x 30
Eight round clips. Very good condition.
9mmp P-08 Luger Magazines x 3
All good plus condition.
Sks Clips x 15
Ten round stripper clips. As new.
U.S. Military Spotting Scope WW2
Scope marked "Telescope, OBS. M4 No.3020 R.Z.C. I.I.I. 1942". All military green
finish colour, including detachable bipod. Very good condition.

A2
A3

A4
A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10
A11
A12
A13
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Estimate

R 1250.00

R 2000.00
R 1200.00

R 1450.00
R 1600.00

R 2500.00

R 2500.00

R 1250.00

R 1000.00

R 1500.00
R 1500.00
R 750.00
R 850.00
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A14

A15

A16

A17

A18

A19

A20

A21

A22

A23
A24

A25

A26

A27

A28

KKv II Night Vision Scope
Originally designed & marketed by Zeiss as the Orion80/1, the locally manufactured
version is known as the "KKV". Manufactured by Eloptro-now Denel Optronics, an
Armscor business unit and subsidiary of Carl Zeiss. Used on both the FN-Fal/R1 and
R4 series of rifles. Fitted with quick detachable mounts in its original issue carry bag,
original high energy batteries included with scope. Excellent original condition. A small
parcel was released onto the civilian market by Eloptro before they became an Armscor
subsidiary.
Colt AR15/M16 Scopes x 3
Compact 3x20 scopes with integral mounts for the AR15/M16 type rifles. First scope is
marked Colt 3x20 and is in original packing box. Second scope also marked Colt 3x20.
Third scope is a no name brand. All good plus condition.
Broomhandle Mauser Stock
Original numbered stock for the C96 Broomhandle Mauser. Stock locking catch is
missing from the securing lug otherwise good original condition.
British Brass Flare Pistol
Brass barrel and frame with flared muzzle, pistol is marked "CSR Sydney III* 43 D
Broad arrow K" with crossed pennant military inspection stamps to both barrel and
frame. Black hard rubber grips. Good plus condition. Australian made?
.177 F Clarkes Patent Air Pistol
Hinged side lever action, frame marked "The Warrior Made by Accles & Shelvoke Ltd
Birmingham". Left hand grip panel shows severe insect damage rest of pistol good.

R 12500.00

"KS" Bandolier German Southwest Africa 1900-1915
Kaiserliche Schutztruppen Gewehr 98 KS bandolier captured in 1914-1915 campaign in
German Southwest. Includes frog and twelve magazine pouches. Good original
condition.
Boer War Martini Henry Bandolier Marked 1896
Bandolier marked " Broadarrow WD12 Middlemoore 1896" with addorsed arrow
disposal stamps below markings. Four secured panels holding ten rounds each and
two panels holding five rounds each. Good plus original condition.
RCBS Die Sets x 5
Includes, .25-35, 8mm rem mag, .17rem, .220Swift & .357Herret. All in good condition.

R 8000.00

British Boer War Saddle Bags x 2
Two different styles of British Boer War saddle bags, securing clip on one of them is
missing, rest good original condition.
.177 BSA Meteor Air Rifle
In good to good plus condition.
Stetson Hat - New
New in manufacturer's box, made by the Stetson co. of U.S.A.. Four star brushed
beaver pelt. Inside of hat marked "John B. Stetson Company 4X Beaver made in
U.S.A." Size "57 71/8". Stetson logo to inside top of hat.
Artillery of the Anglo Boer War
By Lionel Crook and Ron Bester. Number 73 of a limited edition of 100 leather-bound
books. New.
Small Arms of the Anglo-Boer War
Ron Bester's book regarded as the world's authoritative work on all Boer War small
arms. Covers handguns, rifles and edged weapons. Hardcover, illustrated, 385 pages.
Brand new and out of print.
FN-Mag Tripod
Issued to Rhodesians during bush war, Belgian made, alloy frame. Good used
condition.
Bren Gun Tripod
Standard Allied issue World War Two, subsequently used by Rhodesian Troops in their
bush war. Steel framed, good condition.

R 2800.00
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R 3000.00

R 5500.00

R 1500.00

R 1350.00

R 7500.00

R 2000.00

R 2250.00
R 3950.00

R 950.00

R 950.00

R 3750.00

R 3750.00
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A29

A30
A31

A32

A33

A34

A35

A36

A37
A38

A39

A40
A41

Military Bipods x 2
M-14 bipod, marked "Bipod Rifle M2" in very good condition and FN-Heavy barrel bipod
including flash to which it is normally mounted. Both in very good condition.
Ethiopian Guradje Tribe Shield
Good condition.
Firearm Books x 2
1) Colt Peacemaker Encyclopaedia by Keith Cochran
2) .51 Colt Navies by Nathan L. Swayze
Books x 5
1) The Revolver 1865-1888 by A W F Taylerson
2) Handguns and Other Pneumatic Arms by Arne Hoff
3) The Book of The Rifle by T F Fremantle 1901
4) Gun by Roy F D
5) Sporting Guns by Richard Akehurst
Books x 5
1) Revolver Guide by George C Nonte JR
2) Antique Guns by John E Traister
3) The book of the Gun by Harold L Peterson
4) Firearms by Ian V Hogg
5) Guns & Collecting published by Octopus Books
Books x 10
1) Flayderman's Guide to Antique American Firearms & Their Values - 5th Edition.
2) Dixie Gun Works. Inc 1996 Catalog No. 145
3) Home Gunsmithing Digest by Tommy L. Bish
4) Gun Digest Treasury
5) Weapons of World War 3 by William J Koenig
6) An Illustrated History of Firearms
7) Pistols & Revolvers by Major Frederick Myatt M.C.
8) The Great Guns/Peterson/Elman/A Ridge Press Book by Hamlyn
9) The Illustrated Book of Guns & Rifles by Optimum
10) The World of Guns by Richard Akehurst
Glock Magazines, Laser Sight Set, Holsters etc.
Cat Glock line Laser aiming device for under-rail mounting. Glock factory magazines;
Fifteen round x 2, fifteen round with extension pieces x 2, seventeen round with
extension pieces and X-grip x 4, extended 30-rd. magazines x 2. Total = 10 magazines.
IMI polymer holster plus 2 x double polymer mag pouch holders x 2. All in as new
condition.
Leupold VX-R 1,25-4X20mm Rifle Scope
Scope with 30mm tube and Matte Firedot 4 reticule. Scope appears to be new and in
manufacturer's box with instruction manual. Matt finish to scope. Perfect for use on a
big/dangerous game rifle.
Webbing And 8 x FN-Fal/R1 Magazines
Green 4-pouch chest webbing which is "as new" with good condition mags.
K98 Mauser Cleaning Kit
Complete with aluminium chain pull through, bore brush, chamber brush, combination
tool, oil container/dropper and cleaning patch compartment. Marked "G Appel 1936".
Some minor dents to case.
12bore Paradox Bullet Mold
Brass mold and handles with core peg for hollow nose bullet. Mold in good condition
with screw plate.
.303 (.311) Steel Bullet Mold and Handles
With screw cutter, 260gr bullet weight. As new condition.
Two Antique Brass Bullet Molds
Mold for .577 snider and .441(400gr) No. 2 musket. Crisp bullet cavities with hollow
base plugs.
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R 1950.00

R 500.00
R 1750.00

R 800.00

R 500.00

R 800.00

R 3000.00

R 4500.00

R 1850.00
R 900.00

R 900.00

R 650.00
R 1200.00
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CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
Lot #
B1

B2

Lot Description
Dunn Duelling Type Percussion Pistol
Brass barrel of 8" with London proofs, engraving and "London" markings to it. Lock with
intercepting safety marked to "Dunn", German silver pipes, trigger guard, butt cap and
finial to it, engraved side plate, ebony ram rod with horn tip to it. Two-piece grip strap,
front lock screw missing rest good overall.
Double Barrelled Percussion Pistol
By F Barnes of London. Captive swivelling ram rod to 5,1" barrels, engraved back
action side locks marked to F Barnes, engraved grip cap with hinged plate to it. Left
hand hammer missing and some light pitting to left hand barrel. Rest good condition.

Estimate
R 2500.00

R 2500.00

B3

4bore Mkonto Inline Percussion Muzzleloader
Open sights and muzzle brake holes to 680mm barrel. Inline action, heavy gauge
aluminium ramrod. Wrap-around chequering to pistol grip walnut stock which has a
ventilated recoil pad fitted to it. Includes an instruction CD from Mkonto. Condition as
new.

R 9500.00

Lot #

Lot Description

C1

Martini Henry Patt 1887 Mk VI Bayonet
Spear pointed fullered blade of 463mm, ricasso marked "Crown VR-86" followed by
"C91", WD Broad arrow and inspection stamps to reverse side, serial number to cross
guard, blade in good condition, cross guard and pommel display light surface pitting,
chequered leather grips, secured by rivets. Right hand side shows wear to leather grip,
left hand side still good Dark leather scabbard, light overall pitting to steel mounts, fair
to good overall condition.
Martini Henry Patt 1887 Mk 1 Bayonet
Spear pointed fullered blade of 464mm, ricasso marked "Crown V.R." with "87 & 98"
inspection date stamps to it. Reverse side of ricasso marked "X Broad Arrow WD" and
an inspectors stamp over 77. Pommel has serial number to it. Complete with leather
frog. Chequered leather grips. Leather frog with steel mounts. All in good original
condition.
.303 Sar/H Patt 1888 Bayonet
Relatively crudely forged blade of standard Patt. 88 dimensions. Wooden grips secured
by two bolts/nuts, Steel mounted leather scabbard. Slight chip to RH grip. "M" marking
to ricasso. Serial number to pommel. Steel scabbard mounts are also not finished to
the same standard as British manufactured items. Scarce, relatively good condition.

R 1950.00

C4

.303 Patt 1888 Mk11 Bayonet
As used on the .303 Lee Metford & "Long Lee" rifles. Approved May 1899, and
manufactured by Mole 1901. "WD" ownership stamps and inspection stamps to
ricasso. Steel mounted leather scabbard. Wooden grips secured by two brass washers
and rivets. Good to good plus overall condition.

R 1450.00

C5

Patt. 1888 Mk1 2nd Type Bayonet
As used on the .303 Lee Metford & "Long Lee" rifles. Approved 25-2-1890, and
manufactured at Enfield. "WD" ownership stamps and a profusion of inspection stamps
to ricasso. Steel mounted leather scabbard. Wooden grips secured by two brass
washers and rivets. Good overall condition.
Patt. 1888 Mk1 1st Type Bayonet
As used on the .303 Lee Metford & "Long Lee" rifles. Approved 20-6-1889, and
manufactured at Enfield. "WD" ownership stamps and a profusion of inspection stamps
to ricasso. Steel mounted leather scabbard. Wooden grips secured by three brass
washers and rivets. Slight age shrinkage to grips, rest good overall condition. Scarce.

R 1250.00

CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS

C2

C3

C6
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Estimate

R 2750.00

R 7500.00

R 5500.00
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C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15
C16

C17

C18

C19

C20

.303 Ross Rifle Mk 11 Modified Bayonet
Right side of pommel marked to "Ross Rifle Co. 1907" and Canadian ownership mark,
"11" & "4/16" to left hand side. Internal locket and chape to scabbard. Modified blade
first approved October 1915. Good original condition.
.303 Vickers Pattern 1907 Bayonet
Ricasso marked "Crown GR 1907 3-18 Vickers". Typical fullered blade of 430mm,
Broad Arrow and various military inspection stamps opposite side of ricasso, brown
leather scabbard. Good overall condition. Scarce.
Lithgow Patt 1907 Bayonet
Australian manufactured. "Lithgow" & military inspection stamps to ricasso. Green
finish to steel mounts of leather scabbard. All in very good condition.
.303 No. 5 Jungle Carbine Mk1 Bayonet
Ricasso marked "W.S.C" indicating Wilkinson manufacture. Broad arrow & military
inspection stamps to opposite side of ricasso. Wooden grips, steel scabbard. Some
tarnishing to finish on blade, overall good condition.
FN-Fal Type C Export Bayonet
Parkerized blade of 200mm, ribbed black plastic grips held by two screws, integral with
muzzle ring are two prongs acting as a flash suppression. All steel scabbard, with
webbing frog, UDF marked to pommel, good condition.
7,62mm FN-FAL M1965 Bayonet
Issued to SADF for use on the early FN-FAL rifles which did not have a flashhider/grenade launcher fitted to them. Ribbed plastic grips, integral flash-hider prongs
to cross guard, SADF ownership stamp to pommel. Matt finish to blade. Good plus
condition.
R4 Prototype Bayonet
Scarce trials bayonet ordered from Eickhorn of Germany for use on SADF R4/CR21
rifle project. M-16 wire-cutter type, obtained unissued from Armscor stock. Includes
muzzle cap/ring for fitting bayonet to R4 rifle. Of particular interest to SA collectors.

R 1450.00

Uzi SMG Bayonet
As used by both the SADF & SAP for their Uzi carbines. Steel scales, matt finish to
bayonet and steel scabbard. Very good condition.
.303 No. 9 Mk1 Bayonet
English made fullered blade. Excellent condition.
7,62mm SLR Bayonet
Marked L1A3 with British Broad Arrow ownership stamp dated "61". Good plus
condition.
Sanderson Patt 1903 Bayonet
Ricasso marked "Crown ER 1903 Sanderson Sheffield". Double edged pattern 1888
blade of 310mm, various unit markings to pommel, dark leather scabbard with leather
frog. Good original condition.
German "KS" Mauser Bayonet
With matching numbers to both bayonet and scabbard. Sawback blade with ricasso
marked with " Crown over Erfurt". Chequered leather grips, inspection stamps to top of
pommel. Good plus condition.
German KS Mauser Bayonet
Fullered blade with saw back, with 19 saw teeth, rhs of ricasso stamped "Crown over
Erfurt", matching KS numbers to both cross guard and scabbard indicating issue to
Kazierliche Schutztruppen, (Southwest Africa German troops) chequered leather grips,
cross guard with swept back quillion and birds head pommel. Some shrinkage to
bottom of left-hand grip, no original finish remaining to scabbard or pommel. Fair to
good condition.
German "Ersatz" Model 1916 Bayonet
For Mauser Model 1888, 1898. French Lebel and Russian Moisin Nagant series rifles.
Bright finished fullered single edged spear point blade of 300mm, cast steel grip with
black finish and three-quarter muzzle ring to it, black painted steel scabbard. Good
condition.

R 450.00
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R 3250.00

R 1250.00

R 2950.00

R 650.00

R 750.00

R 2750.00

R 250.00
R 650.00

R 1500.00

R 2500.00

R 2500.00

R 1850.00
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C21

German Unidentified "Ersatz" Bayonet
Fullered single edge spear point blade of 312mm which has a chrome type finish to it,
three-quarter muzzle ring, swept back quillion, wood grips riveted to chromed steel grip,
steel scabbard with leather frog to it. Fair to good condition.
German Mauser M84/98 Bayonet
Ribbed dark composition grips with Waffenampt inspection marks to "Burgh & Co",
blue steel scabbard marked "Burgh & Co 1940". Matching numbers of 2279d to
scabbard and blade. Overall good plus condition.

R 1850.00

German Mauser 1898 S84/98 Bayonet
Blued fullered blade of 254mm, with ricasso carrying 44CRS code, Wyersburg 1944
and 9882 matching serial number to opposite side which is also on the scabbard,
reddish brown ribbed composition grips with Nazi Waffenampt stamps to pommel.
Scabbard is complete with leather webbing frog, some damage to securing catch on
frog, rest good original condition.
6,5mm Portuguese Mauser M1904 Bayonet
Ricasso of blued blade of 279mm Marked to "Simpson & Co Suhl", serial number to
pommel, wooden grips secured by two screw bolts, blued steel scabbard all in good
plus condition.
Yugoslav M1924 Bayonet
Right side of ricasso marked to Factory 44, single edged fullered blade of 250mm,
matching numbers to blade and scabbard, wooden grips. Good plus original condition.

R 1450.00

Belgian M1949 Bayonet
For Model 49 FN, short export model, double edged blade of 230mm, wooden grip,
serial number to pommel, steel scabbard. Good plus condition.
Belgian FN 1949 ABL Rifle Bayonet
Issued to army of Luxemburg, includes bluish grey webbing frog matching numbers to
bayonet and scabbard, double edged matt blued blade of 229mm, steel scabbard,
wooden grips secured by two screw bolts. Exceptionally good condition.

R 950.00

C28

Italian Mod 1871/87/1916 Vetterli Bayonet
Model 1871 type 2. Black composition grips, fullered 240mm blade, ricasso marked
with "Crown over TA". Leather scabbard with brass mounts. Good condition.

R 650.00

C29

M1 Garand Bayonet
For M1 Garand rifle, parkerized 165mm blade, chequered black plastic grips, secured
by two screws, scabbard type M8A1 this was the last model to be issued with the
Garand rifle. Good plus condition.
Italian Model 1891 Carcano Bayonet
Wooden grips secured by two rivets, left side of cross guard struck with serial number,
single edged fullered blade of 300mm, ribbed steel scabbard. Good overall condition.

C22

C23

C24

C25

C26

C27

C30

C31

C32

C33

C34

R 1850.00

R 1250.00

R 950.00

R 1250.00

R 750.00

Steyr M95 Bayonet
For Model 85 straight pull carbine and rifle. Reverse edged blade of 250mm, makers
stampings to ricasso, wooden grips secured by two rivets, steel scabbard. Good to
good plus condition.
7,5mm Schmidt Rubin Model 1931Bayonet
Double edged blade of 300mm with ricasso marked "Elsener Schwyz", serial number to
cross guard, wooden grips secured by two rivets, steel scabbard with leather frog.
Good plus condition.
Spanish M1969 Cetme Bayonet
Blued bolo type blade with makers marks to ricasso, single edged blade of 220mm,
black chequered composition grips, green scabbard of composition material with
integral webbing frog to it. Very good plus condition.
German Combat Knife
Saw-back blade of 175mm, screw-driver to sheath. Wire cutter to bottom of sheath. Hilt
& scabbard of green-finished polymer. Good overall but for some light scratches to
handle.
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R 1650.00

R 850.00

R 1750.00

R 850.00

R 500.00
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C35

Italian Mod 1891/38 & 1938 Folding Bayonet
Blade folds back into the hilt. Plain wood grips secured by screws & washers. Smooth
scabbard which is missing the securing catch to the back of it. Finish removed from
scabbard body, some blue remaining to blade. Good overall.

C36

French Band Sword & Artillery/Pioneers Short Sword
French band sword with double-edged blade of 481mm, manufacturer's name stamped
to ricasso and light surface pitting to blade. Ribbed brass hilt. Artillery/Pioneers sword
with saw back single-edged 422mm blade with some scattered pit marks to it. Brass hilt
with one side ribbed and the other smooth & reversed quillions. No scabbards to either
sword, both fair to good condition.
Patt 1888 Bayonets x 10 - No Scabbards
Bayonets by; Sanderson Sheffield x 3, Wilkinson London x 3, Enfield x 3 & Mole x1. All
in relatively good condition and well-marked.
European Bayonets x 6 - No Scabbards
French Mannlicher Berthier M1892, German KS saw back nickelled, French M1866
Chassepot, German Seitengewehr M1898 wrap-around wood grip, German M1871
Dress bayonet brass hilt & French ribbed brass hilt.
Spike Bayonets x 3
SKS cruciform type bayonets. All good condition complete with locking/attachment
mechanisms.
Socket bayonets x 8 - No Scabbards
British Patt. 1853 Enfield, Patt. 1854 Austrian Lorenz rifle, Swiss Carcano needle rifle
1868, British Brown Bess with Lovell's catch, Russian Moisin Nagant M1891, Brown
Bess with India Pattern spring, Unidentified socket bayonet & FN-Fal/R1 apple-corer.
All in good condition.
Mauser "KS" Bayonets x 2
Chequered leather grips, birds head pommel, steel scabbards. One of the bayonets
has matching numbers to it. Both fair condition.
SADF Bayonets x 2
FN/R1 "Apple-corer" bayonet, SADF marked, good to good pus condition. No. 9 .303
bayonet, nickelled for ceremonial use. Excellent condition.
Bayonets/Dagger x 4
1. British No.4 Mk11 spike bayonet for the .303 No.4 rifle, GC. 2. Swedish M1896
Mauser bayonet including leather frog. GC. 3. Belgian M1923/30/34 export Mauser
bayonet. GC+. 4. Repro German WW1 trench knife. EC.
Bayonets x 3
1. Patt. 1888 .303 by Mole. No scabbard. Fair. 2. French Mod 1874 Gras, no scabbard.
Fair to good. 3. French Mod 1886 Lebel. Complete with scabbard. Good condition.

C37

C38

C39

C40

C41

C42

C43

C44

R 950.00

R 2250.00

R 4000.00

R 2500.00

R 400.00

R 3500.00

R 2000.00

R 500.00

R 2500.00

R 1000.00

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
Lot #

Lot Description

D1

.22lr German Target Pistol - Cased
Owners name to silver plate on hard case. Single shot side lever operated action with
adjustable sights to 11,7" barrel. German commercial proofs to barrel. Finely
chequered wooden grips with escutcheon to LH grip. Hooked trigger guard case
hardened frame. A quality pistol in very good condition with excellent bore.
.22lr Colt Target Model Pistol - Cased
In factory hard case with instruction manual and spare magazine. Round ribbed 5,9"
barrel and slide, top rib carries adjustable sights and a picatinny rail for mounting scope
etc, polymer frame. Serial number TM02827 indicates 1995 manufacture. Mint
condition, appears to be unfired.
.357mag Colt Python Stainless 4" Revolver - Boxed
Matte-finish stainless steel, neoprene grips with Colt medallion. Serial number T76316
indicates 1989 manufacture. Mint condition, in original packaging.
No Item

D2

D3

D4
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Estimate

R 6000.00

R 7500.00

R 18500.00
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D5

D6
D7

D8

D9

D10

D11
D12

D13

D14

D15

D16

D17

D18

D19

D20

D21

9mmp Star Mod 43 Firestar Pistol - Cased
In manufacturer's packing case with spare magazine, cleaning rod & instruction
manual. Compact pistol with D/A trigger mechanism & hooked trigger guard. Mint
condition.
No Item
9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol
Post war alloy frame variant. In manufacturer's box with spare magazine and cleaning
rod.
.38spl. S&W Mod 67-1 Stainless 4" Revolver - Boxed
In original factory packaging. Chequered wooden grips, adjustable sights. Serial
number 95K7566. Mint condition.
.22lr Star Mod Lancer Pistol - Cased
In manufacturer's plastic case with cleaning rod & spare magazine. Barrel length of
3,8". Shows some holster wear to muzzle but overall good condition.
6,35mm Galesi & 6,35mm FN Baby Pistols - Boxed
Both in manufacturer's original boxes. Galesi Mod 9 - proofed 1952, with original proof
certificate. Good plus condition. FN "Baby" Browning with instruction manual. Very
good plus condition.
No Item
.22lr Ruger Mk1 Target Pistol - Cased
In wooden case with spare magazine & cleaning rod. Heavy 6,8" barrel with adjustable
sights. Some loss of finish to gun, rest good condition.
.22lr Colt Frontier Scout Revolver
Serial number 23259P indicates 1965 manufacture. Barrel length of 4,75", blue steel
barrel alloy frame and grip strap, Colt factory imitation stag horn grips with Colt logo to
them. Some holster wear to finish. Good overall condition.
.38spl Colt Cobra Revolver
Serial number B90400 indicates 1972 manufacture. Light weight alloy framed model
with detachable factory shroud to hammer, chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to
them. Very good plus condition.
.38spl Colt Cobra Revolver
Serial number 117143. Light weight model with alloy frame, blued finish and chequered
wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Very good plus condition.
.38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Serial number F21072 indicates 1974 manufacture. Blued finish displays a fair degree
of wear, chip to top of left-hand grip. Fair to good condition.
.38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Serial number M39829 indicates 1976 manufacture. Barrel length of 2". Nickel factory
finish, chequered wooden grips. Mint condition.
.38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Serial number P12036 indicates 1981 manufacture. Barrel length of 2 ". Chequered
wooden grips. Mint condition.
.38spl Colt "Marshall" Revolver
Serial number 843472. Barrel length of 4". Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to
them. A particularly scarce variant of the Colt revolver line. Very good plus original
condition.
.357mag Colt Trooper Mk III Revolver
Serial number 70388J indicates 1975 manufacture. Barrel length of 6" with adjustable
rear sight. Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Very good plus to excellent
condition.
No Item
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R 3750.00

R 3250.00

R 3750.00

R 1250.00

R 1750.00

R 1850.00

R 3950.00

R 3950.00

R 3950.00

R 2750.00

R 3950.00

R 3950.00

R 4250.00

R 4500.00
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D22

.38auto Colt Mod 1902 Pistol- Westley Richards
Serial number 37505 indicates 1902 manufacture. Barrel length of 6,25 ". Chequered
hard rubber grips with "Colt" and prancing stallion logo to them. In addition to normal
Colt markings, the pistol is also marked to "Westley Richards & Co. London W".
Lanyard ring to bottom of frame. Grasping grooves to rear of slide. Pistol has been
reblued and markings have lost some of their crispness with refinish.

D23

.32acp Colt Mod 1903 Pistol
Serial number 25461 indicates 1905 manufacture. Barrel length of 4". Chequered hard
rubber grips with Colt logo to them, British proofs to barrel, slide and frame, magazine
missing. "NP1" markings to frame, Natal Police Issue? Approximately 75% original
bright blue finish to pistol with some overall scratch marks to slide. Good condition.

D24

.45 Colt Government Model Pistol - No Magazine
Serial number C14514 indicates 1914 manufacture. Barrel length of 4,9". Chequered
wooden grips with correct diamond pattern around screws, British proofs to barrel, slide
and frame. Pistol still has a good percentage original finish to it with wear to high spots
and some scratch marks overall. Good original condition overall.

R 17500.00

D25

.45acp Colt 1911A1 Military Pistol
By Remington Rand. Serial number 1553477 indicates 1943 manufacture. Barrel length
of 4,9". Rubber Pachmayr grips fitted, slide has been altered for combat usage and is
ported, polished and high-profile combat sights fitted. Includes inside trouser combat
holster. Good condition.
.45acp Colt Govt. Mk4 Series 70 Pistol
Serial number 70G79473 indicates 1974 manufacture. Barrel length of 4,9". Pistol has
replacement Pachmayr rubber grips, trigger shoe and a Smith & Wesson type
adjustable rear sight fitted. Very good condition.
.45acp Colt Gold Cup National Match Pistol
Serial number 70N08448 indicates 1972 manufacture. Barrel length of 4,9", chequered
wooden grips. All in excellent original condition.
.45acp Colt Govt. Model Series 70 Pistol
Serial number 89837B70 indicates 1981 manufacture. Pistol in good original condition
but for replacement Pachmayr grips fitted.
.22lr Astra Constable Sport Pistol
Barrel length of 6", removable weight to fore part of barrel, adjustable rear sight,
chequered wooden grips. Excellent condition.
.22lr Astra Mod TS-22 Target Pistol
Ribbed 6" barrel with counter weight to muzzle and adjustable rear sight. Smooth
wooden grips with thumb rest. Excellent condition.
7,65mm Astra Model 4000 Falcon Pistol
Barrel length of 3,9". Excellent condition.
9mmk Astra Mod 4000 Falcon Pistol
Barrel length of 3,9". Very good plus to excellent condition.
7,65mm Astra Mod 4000 & .22lr Falcon Pistols x 2
Barrel lengths of 3,9". Black chequered plastic grip on lhs of 7,65mm is chipped, rest in
very good condition. .22lr Falcon in very good condition.
.22mag Astra Mod Cadix Revolver
Eight shot cylinder, 4" barrel with adjustable sights. Good plus condition.
.22lr Astra Mod NC-6 Revolver
Eight shot revolver with 4,25" barrel and adjustable sights. Gun shows slight holster
wear at muzzle rest of it in extremely good condition.
.22lr Star Model Target Pistol
Square ribbed 7" barrel, after market grips fitted to pistol which displays some handling
wear to frame. Good overall.
.22lr Star Model F Target Pistol
Square ribbed barrel of 7", thumb rest to grip. Very good plus condition.

R 5500.00

D26

D27

D28

D29

D30

D31
D32
D33

D34
D35

D36

D37
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R 10500.00

R 7500.00

R 6500.00

R 12500.00

R 8500.00

R 1450.00

R 1450.00

R 1650.00
R 1650.00
R 2950.00

R 1500.00
R 1500.00

R 1250.00

R 1850.00
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D38
D39
D40
D41

D42

D43
D44
D45

D46

D47

D48

D49

D50

D51

D52

D53

No Item
6,35mm FN Baby Browning Pistols x 2
Serial numbers 194407 and 138678. Both in good to good plus condition.
6,35mm FN Baby Browning Pistols x 2
Serial numbers 276214 and 91159. Pistols are in good and good plus condition.
7,65mm FN-Browning Mod 1900 Pistol
Serial number 536936. The 1900 is unusual in having the barrel situated below the
recoil spring. Slight crack to right hand grip, some loss of finish to muzzle of pistol.
Overall good condition.
7,65mm FN Mod 1900 Pistol
Serial number 649572. Light holster wear to muzzle and high spots of frame. Good to
good plus original condition.
7,65mm FN-Browning M1910 Pistol
Serial number 488231. Grip safety. Excellent original condition.
7,65mm FN-Browning Mod 1910 Pistol
Serial number 658091. Barrel length of 3,5", grip safety. Very good plus condition.
9mmp FN Browning HP Pistol
Commercial contract pistol produced 1975. Factory matt finish with black plastic grips
and lanyard ring. Bumper has been fitted to base of magazine, rest all good plus
original condition.
.22lr FN-Browning Medallist Target Pistol
Ventilated rib to heavy 6" round barrel. Micro-adjustable sights. Smooth walnut grips,
gold-plated trigger. Good to good plus condition.
.38 Pryse type Revolver - Pre 1898
Hinged side-lever release with octagonal 5" barrel. Chequered hard rubber grips.
Lanyard ring to base of grip.
.455 Webley Solid-Frame No. 5 Revolver - Pre 1898
"K. P. 63" unit markings to right hand side of frame as well as "Webley's .450 No.5"
marking. Also known as the "New Model Army Express". Revolver has very little
original finish remaining and is now a silver-grey colour. Ejector rod housing is also
missing from revolver. Chequering worn on grips. Good working order. Fair condition.

R 2500.00
R 2000.00
R 2000.00

R 2000.00

R 1850.00
R 1750.00
R 5750.00

R 2750.00

R 1850.00

R 5500.00

.455 Webley Solid-Frame No.5 Revolver - Pre 1898
Also known as the "New Model Army Express". Barrel length of 5,5" with ejector rod
housing mounted alongside ribbed octagonal barrel. D/A trigger mechanism. Right side
of frame marked "Webley's No.5 .476" and LH side marked ".455 C.F. & .45 Long" with
W&S flying bullet trademark alongside it. Chequered wooden grips. Taylerson mentions
that the Z.A.R. government bought numbers of the Webley No.5 revolver sometime
after 1879. Revolver is in good plus original condition with much original bright blue
finish to it.
.442 Webley R.I.C. No. 2 Revolver - Pre 1898
Revolver marked "Webley's R.I.C No. 2 .442 C.F.". Swamped rib to 3,75" barrel,
chequered wooden grips, bright polished hammer and ejector mechanism. Revolver is
in particularly good original with approx 90% bright factory blue remaining. Crisp
wooden chequering. Only discernible fault is incorrect nut that has been fitted to end of
ejector rod.
.38 Webley Mk III Revolver
Break open action with 3" barrel and chequered hard rubber grips. Marked to "Cogswell
& Harrison Ltd. 266 Strand & 141 new Bond St. London". Weathered grey finish to
revolver but all in good working order.
.455 Webley Mk 2 Service Revolver - Pre 1898
British military acceptance & disposal stamps to revolver. "N.P." Natal Police markings
to RH side of frame. Some slight loss of finish, but good original overall.
.455 Webley Mk III Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Commercial model produced for the "Natal Carbineers" as evidenced by the "N.C"
markings to the frame. Some loss of finish to frame but still good original overall.
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R 12500.00

R 9500.00

R 1450.00

R 9500.00

R 8500.00
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D54

.455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
Revolver is well marked with British Military acceptance stamps, British military
addorsed arrow disposal stamps, UDF ownership and disposal stamps as well as
"Cape Govt." markings to backstrap. Slight loss of finish but good original overall.

R 9500.00

D55

.455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
Part of the 1906 S.A. Constabulary order and so marked. Revolver also carries "SAP"
ownership markings to back strap. Good plus original condition.
.455 Webley Mk. 6 Service Revolver
Dated 1918, UDF ownership stamps to frame as well as British military acceptance
stamps. Good to good plus original condition.
.455 Webley Mk 6 Service Revolver
Standard 6" barrel, dated 1917, British military acceptance stamps to frame & barrel.
Bottom corner of LH grip chipped, rest good original overall.
.38s&w Webley Mk4 & S&W "M&P" Revolvers x 2
1. Webley has a 5" barrel and is marked "War Finish". Good refinished condition. 2.
S&W has original commercial finish to revolver which as chequered wooden grips and
5" barrel. Revolver has UDF ownership stamps and number to backstrap as well as
unit markings to grip. Good original condition.
.38s&w Enfield No.2 Mk1* Service Revolvers x 2
Standard British service revolver WW2. Ribbed wooden grips with D/A only trigger
mechanisms. Both manufactured at Enfield, the one dated 1941, the 2nd one undated.
Both good plus original condition.
.22lr Webley & Scott Target Pistol
Single shot target pistol with a 9,75" target barrel which is released by the forward
hinged movement of the trigger-guard and has an adjustable rear sight. Chequered
composition grip with thumb rest and chequered panels. Good to good plus condition.

R 9500.00

.450 Revolver by V&R Blakemore - Pre 1898
"C over broad arrow" to side of frame denotes Canadian ownership. Side of frame
marked with UDF ownership stamp & "C.P." marking Cape Police issue. This begs the
question of how the revolver was transferred from Canadian to Cape Police issue. Top
strap marked to "V& R. Blakemore London". Typical R.I.C configuration with 3,5" barrel
and chequered wooden grips with lanyard ring to base of grip. D/A mechanism with
hinged ejector rod. Good plus professionally refinished condition but for hammer,
ejector rod and trigger which should have been left in their natural colour rather than
reblued.
.44 Warnant Type Revolver - Pre 1898
British proofed revolver with no makers name visible to it. Extensive engraving to frame
and parts of barrel. Top-lever hinged octagonal barrel of 5,5". Chequered wooden grip
with lanyard ring to it. Revolver has no original finish remaining to it and is silver grey in
colour. It is in good working order but for a faulty trigger return spring.

R 4500.00

7,65mm Webley Mod 1908 Pistol
Barrel length of 3,5", serial number 100649 indicates manufacture early 1914.
Chequered hard rubber grips. Some fine mottling to finish. Good overall.
.22lr. Webley Mk IV Revolver
Adjustable sights to 6" barrel, revolver is in excellent original condition with
approximately 98% original finish to it.
.455 Webley & Scott Mk1 N S/Auto Pistol
Left side of slide marked "Pistol Self-Loading .455 Mark 1N 1914" indicating Royal
Navy issue. W&S winged bullet logo to left front of slide, British Govt. broad arrow
acceptance marks. Chequered wooden grips, grip safety, external hammer and lanyard
ring to heel of butt. Two position safety, the lower one allowing for single loading while
keeping the magazine contents in reserve. Pistols are very scarce with a total of 8050
made for the Royal Navy. They have had a very low survival rate with a high
percentage of them at the bottom of the ocean after two world wars. Very good plus
condition.

R 1850.00

D56

D57

D58

D59

D60

D61

D62

D63

D64

D65
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R 2750.00

R 2750.00

R 2000.00

R 1900.00

R 2500.00

R 2500.00

R 7500.00

R 50000.00
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D66

9x23mm Bergman Bayard Mod 1910 Pistol
Danish issue pistol with original issue holster carrying spare magazine, 2 x internal
stripper clip pouches and cleaning rod. Left side of slide marked "Brevette S.G.D.G."
and "Ancienes Establissements Pieper, Herstal Liege. Bergman's Patent" with Danish
crown/D military acceptance mark. Danish number 4513 added to rear of right slide.
These numbers ran from 1-4840. Detachable magazine forward of trigger guard.
Chequered wood grips with double line border. Fixed lanyard ring at bottom of grips.
Silver plaque to left grip marked "Fodfolkets Kornetskole 1923-24 Skyedepramie".
Holster is marked "Crown/12" on the outside and ink marked on the inside with "Holger
Andersen Kornet" and unit markings. The pistol is extremely scarce with only 4840
being produced for the Danish contract. Excellent original condition.

D67

.22lr Hi Standard Mod H.D. Military Pistol
Heavy round barrel of 6,75", adjustable rear sight, external hammer, chequered
wooden grips, shoe to trigger. Pistol has lost a lot of the finish to barrel area but
remains in very good working condition.
.450 William Clark Bulldog Type Revolver -Pre 1898
Top strap marked William Clark Maker. Typical bulldog type configuration with
chequered wooden grips and 2,5" barrel. No original finish remaining, silver grey colour.
Good working order.
.450 Webley R.I.C. Type Revolver - Pre 1898
British proofed, 3,6" ovoid form barrel, no makers name to revolver, chequered wooden
grips with lanyard ring to butt cap. Approximately 75% original finish. Good to good plus
original condition.
7,62mm Tokarev Pistol
Chinese military issue 1952. Good arsenal refurbished condition.
.450 Rigby Pryse Pat Revolver - Pre 1898
Double hinged top break opening mechanism. Top strap marked "J. Rigby & Co
Dublin" & nickelled finish to it, chequered wooden grips with lanyard ring mount to
bottom of grips. External condition is good, double action trigger mechanism is faulty.

D68

D69

D70
D71

D72

D73

D74

D75

D76

.38S&W Otis A. Smith Mod 1892 Revolver
Manufactured in Rockfall Ct. U.S.A. Solid frame revolver with ribbed 3" barrel and
concealed hammer. Chequered hard rubber grips with Co. Logo to them. Barrel
marked "Otis A. Smith Rockfall Conn. Pat. May 17 85, Oct.28 1889. Model 1892".
Good refinished condition.
.38s&w Smith & Wesson "M&P" Model Revolver
Purchased by the UDF at the commencement of WW2. Original commercial finish to
revolver which has chequered wooden grips and 5" barrel. Revolver has UDF
ownership stamps & no. to back strap as well as unit markings to grip. Good original
condition.
.38s&w Smith & Wesson "Victory" Model Revolver
Barrel length of 5", parkerised finish, smooth wooden grips. Lend lease revolver which
is "United States Property" marked. Good plus original condition.
.38spl Smith & Wesson "M&P" Model Revolver
Purchased by the UDF at the commencement of WW2. Original commercial finish to
revolver which has replacement Pachmayr grips and 5" barrel. Revolver has UDF
ownership stamps & no. to back strap. Good original condition but for replacement
grips.
.38s&w Smith & Wesson "M&P" Model Revolver
Revolver has both British military acceptance stamps and commercial proofs. Original
commercial finish to revolver which has replacement chequered walnut grips and 5"
barrel. Good original condition but for replacement wooden grips.
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R 45000.00

R 1450.00

R 3000.00

R 4500.00

R 2250.00
R 3000.00

R 950.00

R 950.00

R 950.00

R 950.00

R 850.00
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D77

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 60 Snubbie Revolver
Stainless steel construction. Serial number 18424 indicates 1952 manufacture.
Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them, barrel length of 2". Slight wear to
finish on grips, rest good plus overall.

R 3950.00

D78

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 38 2" Snubbie Revolver
Also known as the "Airweight". Serial number 51651 indicates 1950 manufacture.
Rubber Pachmayr grips, shrouded hammer to light weight alloy frame. Very good plus
to excellent condition.
.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 36 2" Snubbie Revolver
Serial number J736555 indicates 1979/80 manufacture. Also known as the "Chief's
Special". Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Blued Finish. Good plus
condition.
.38Spl. Smith & Wesson Mod 10-5 Revolver
Serial number D843010 indicates 1975/76 manufacture. Chequered wooden grips with
S&W logo to them. Bright blue factory finish. Barrel length of 4". Very good plus finish.

R 4500.00

D81

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 38 Snubbie Revolver
Serial number J191775 indicates 1973/74 manufacture. Also known as the "Airweight".
Alloy frame with shrouded hammer. Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them.
Blued finish, 2" barrel length. Slight loss of finish to cylinder, good overall.

R 3000.00

D82

.44mag Smith & Wesson Mod 29 4" Revolver
Known as the "Dirty Harry" gun. Serial number N683686 indicates 1978/80
manufacture. Barrel length of 4" makes this revolver particularly useful for game scouts
etc. Chequered wooden grips with factory logo to them. Good plus original condition but
for light chip to RH grip which can easily be corrected.

R 12500.00

D83

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 19-3 Revolver
Serial number 7K92303. Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Blued finish,
barrel length of 4". Some light holster wear to high spots of finish on muzzle and
cylinder and grips would also benefit from a refinish. Overall good to good plus.

R 5000.00

D84

.32 Smith & Wesson D/A 4th Model Revolver
Serial number 196469 indicates 1883-1909 manufacture. Five shot fluted cylinder & 3"
barrel length. Chequered black hard rubber grips with S& W monogram, top-break
action. Fair to good condition.

R 1500.00

D85

.22s Whitneyville Armoury Revolver - Pre 1989
Brass frame with smooth walnut grips, spur trigger and octagonal 3,25" barrel. Single
action trigger mechanism. Good overall condition.
.22lr Beretta Mod 948 Pistol
Dated 1956. Barrel of 850mm, Beretta logo to grips. Good plus condition.
.22lr Beretta Mod. 71 Pistol
Barrel length of 85mm. Good to good plus condition.
No Item
6,35mm & .22short Beretta Pistols x 2
6,35mm mod 418 dated 1948 with grip safety. Fair to good condition. .22short mod 950
dated 1956 with alloy frame. Flip-up barrel model. Good plus condition.
6,35 Paf "Junior" & 6,35 Beretta Mod 418 Pistol
White grips, 54mm barrel and 7 round magazine capacity to PAF. Beretta has an Ergal
alloy frame and is dated 1956. Both in good to good plus condition.

R 1750.00

D79

D80

D86
D87
D88
D89

D90
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R 4500.00

R 2500.00

R 1450.00
R 1500.00

R 1250.00

R 1500.00
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D91

D92

D93

D94

D95

D96

D97

D98

D99

D100

D101

D102

6,35mm PAF "Junior" Pistols x 2
Produced by Pretoria Arms Factory Pty Ltd. 1954-57. Appearance and operation are
similar to the FN-Browning 1906 or Colt model 1908 pistol minus the grip safety.
Estimates are 10 000 were made and less than 1000 survive today. Barrel length of
54mm, magazine capacity of 7 rounds. Both are later production pistols numbered
A3899 and A 8081. Earlier on with white finished grips and raised sight rib, 2nd one
with black finished grips and dished rib. Both in good condition.
.357Mag Lynx Revolver
Manufactured by International Manufacturing Engineering Co. 1978 to 1985 in South
Africa. The Rooikat was based on a mix of the S&W Mod.19, the Colt Python and the
Dan Wesson revolver. This example is blued, has a 4" barrel with adjustable sights and
smooth wooden grips. Some light holster wear to bluing, good to good plus overall.

R 1500.00

9mmp Vektor Z88 Pistol
Third configuration pistol with SP1 type hammer, smooth faced trigger grip panels with
the Vektor logo moulded into them. Design based on the 9mm Beretta 92SB pistol, the
Z88 was first taken into service in 1988. Barrel length of 125mm, double action trigger
with a hooked trigger guard and fifteen round magazine capacity, the Z88 was adopted
as a replacement for the variety of pistols used the SAP, SADF and other armed
forces. Pistol is in good to good plus original condition.
9mmp Vektor Z88 Pistol
Third configuration pistol with SP1 type hammer, smooth faced trigger grip panels with
the Vektor logo moulded into them. Design based on the 9mm Beretta 92SB pistol, the
Z88 was first taken into service in 1988. Barrel length of 125mm, double action trigger
with a hooked trigger guard and fifteen round magazine capacity, the Z88 was adopted
as a replacement for the variety of pistols used the SAP, SADF and other armed
forces. Pistol is in good original condition with some light holster wear and fine pitting to
RHS of slide.
.22lr High Standard "Double-Nine" Revolver
A 9-shot single/double action western styled revolver with 5,5" barrel. Staghorn type
grips with Hi-Standard logo to them.
.357mag Sauer & Sohn Western Six Shooter Revolver
Single action with adjustable sights to 6,5" barrel, chequered wooden grips, blued
finish. One for the hunters and cowboy action shooters.
.357mag Ruger Blackhawk Revolver
Barrel length of 6,5", blued finish and Ruger medallions to smooth walnut grips. Very
good condition.
.44mag Ruger Super Blackhawk 7,5" Revolver
Barrel length of 7,5", smooth walnut grips with Ruger logo to them. Cylinder left
unfluted. Blued finish. Very good plus condition.
.22lr. Ruger Standard Model Pistol
Barrel length of 4,75", 9-shot detachable magazine. Produced 1952-82. Good plus
condition.
.22lr Ruger Mk1 Pistol - Silenced
Cerro-coated matt green finish to pistol, compact steel silencer and spare magazine.
Barrel length of 4,75", 9-shot detachable magazine. Produced 1952-82. Very good plus
condition.
7,5mm Swiss Service Revolver
Octagonal 4,5" barrel, blued finish, chequered black hard rubber grips, Swiss cross to
side of frame and grip. Provision for stock mount below grip. Good to good plus
condition.
.455 Spanish British WW1 Service Revolver
No 1 Mk 1 O.P (Old Pattern) Built on the lines of the .44Russian S&W the Spanish built
copy was used by the British in WW1, has a 5" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips and
lanyard ring to butt. Upper roundel of butt is marked "1914". Some wear to finish on
barrel, fair to good overall condition.

R 7500.00
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R 3500.00

R 5500.00

R 1850.00

R 3950.00

R 4950.00

R 9500.00

R 2500.00

R 2500.00

R 3950.00

R 1500.00
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D103

D104

D105
D106

D107
D108
D109

D110

D111

D112

D113
D114

D115

D116
D117

D118

D119

D120
D121

D122
D123

10.35mm Italian Service Revolver
Enlisted men's model made in Brescia 1916, detachable octagonal 4,5" barrel, folding
trigger. Fair to good overall condition.
.22lr Erma LA22 Pistol x 2
Luger P-08 copy with toggle action, 4,75" barrel. Pistols are proof dated 1966 and
1967. Both in good used condition.
No Item
.22lr Walther Model PPK Pistol
Manufactured 1962, includes holster. Pistol displays some holster wear to blueing at
muzzle otherwise good overall condition.
7,65mm Walther PP Pistol
French manufactured Manurhin variant of the Walther. Excellent original condition.
No Item
7,65mm Walther Mod PPK Pistol
Composition brown chequered grips, finger extension to magazine. Good plus
condition.
7,65mm CZ Mod 27 Pistol
Serial number 517265. Bright finished slide,1946 proof date to frame. Good condition.

R 1250.00

7,65mm Mauser HSC Pistol
Post war manufacture, proofed 1970 chequered wooden grips, good plus original
condition but for missing magazine.
9mmk Walther PPK Pistol
French Manuhrin built variant of the Walther. Pistol displays some wear overall to
finish. Good working order.
9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol
Alloy framed post war variant dated 1974. Good plus condition.
9mmp Luger P-08 "Vopo" Pistol
East German rebuild for the "Volks Politzei" of a Mauser Oberndorf built 1940 Luger.
Concentric circles to brown composition grips. Good plus rebuilt condition.
7,65mm Walther PPK/L Pistol
German built light weight alloy framed variant of the PPK, barrel dated 1963. All in
extremely good condition with spare magazine.
9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol & Holster
Post war alloy framed variant dated 1976. Pistol is as new.
6,35mm CZ & Ortgies Pistol x 2
Nickel finish to CZ Model Z pistol, proofed 1952, good condition. Some wear to finish
on Ortgies pistol, good working order.
9mmp P-08 Luger Service Pistol & Holster
Manufactured DWM 1917. Includes military issue holster with take-down tool and
correct wooden base magazine. Imperial German markings to holster. Pistol has
matching numbers throughout including magazine with pistol. Very good original
condition with correct straw bluing to trigger, safety etc. Good bore as well.
.22lr & .32s&w Harrington & Richards Revolver X2
.22lr has nickel finish, 6" barrel, seven shot cylinder, chip to top of right-hand grip. Good
working order. .32s&w top break with 3" barrel and nickel finish.
.357mag Ruger Security Six Revolver
Pachmayr rubber grips, 4" barrel. In excellent original condition.
.357mag Ruger Security-Six Revolver
Stainless steel 6" with adjustable sights & Pachmayr grips. Very good condition.
Includes holster.
No Item
No Item

R 3250.00
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R 3000.00

R 3950.00

R 3850.00

R 3850.00

R 1950.00

R 3500.00

R 3500.00
R 5500.00

R 4250.00

R 2950.00
R 1500.00

R 9750.00

R 500.00

R 2500.00
R 3250.00
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D124

7,63mm Mauser Broomhandle Pistol
Scarce early Boer war model with "Flatside" & "large ring" hammer. Serial no. 23930
indicates 1900 manufacture. Pistol is in extremely good original condition with matching
numbers but for shoulder stock/holster which is in the same number range. Fairly good
bore, "Jan Smuts" number added to frame, peacock bluing to slide stop, trigger,
extractor and rear sight element. Approx 98% original blue still to pistol. Early long
extractor, adjustable tangent rear sight marked to50-1000. Barrel length of 5,5".
Flatside pistols are scarce, accounting less than 1% of commercial production. This
pistol is reputedly a veteran of the siege of Ladysmith. Excellent original condition.

R 37500.00

D125

7,63mm Astra Mod 902 Pistol
Selective fire variant now modified to semi auto only, serial number 34093. Pistol
marked "Astra Automatic Pistol Cal 7,63mm Patented July 12 1928 Uncetay Compania
SA-Uneca Spain Made in Spain". Barrel length of 6,5". Ten round detachable
magazine, peacock bright bluing to sight slide, take down catch, trigger and safety.
Some wear to bore, much original finish, good original condition.

R 25000.00

D126

7,63mm Mauser "Broomhandle" Large Ring Pistol
Includes matching number shoulder stock/holster, serial number 12335 indicates 1899
manufacture, rear sight graduated to 500m, matching numbers throughout, expected
wear to bore, finish an overall greyish colour, some light pit marks to rear sight and
slide, good overall but for faded finish to fitting for rear sight.

R 15000.00

D127

9mmp BXP Hmc
The Milkor BXP was the original design of Andries Piek. The full-auto variant was
purchased by SAP, the Recces and by the security element at what was known as "Jan
Smuts" airport. The Correctional services also purchased 600 of them. Production of
the semi-auto variant later ended up with Truvelo. The HMC was offered with a number
of different accessories such as suppressors, flash hiders etc. It has a bottom folding
stock, 208mm barrel length and uses 22 & 32 round magazines. Some loss of original
finish but good condition overall.
9mmp Cobra Hmc
The Cobra was designed by Tommy Steele and Bruce White of Bulawayo and first
announced to the press in April 1977. Production commenced with Stellye [Pvt.] Ltd.
and was then taken over by Bulawayo manufacturing Co. with estimates of 2500 to
3000 arms produced. Carbine has a 254mm barrel, folding stock and utilizes a 25
round Uzi type magazine. Good original condition.
9mmp R76 Hmc
The R76 was manufactured by Northwood Developments (Pvt.) Ltd of Salisbury. First
prototype was released in 1976 and production commenced 1977. It was offered in
both a selective fire variant and semi-auto only model. The R76 was described a
"Complete weapons system" with a choice of four barrel lengths, thirteen, twenty or
thirty round magazines, fixed or folding stocks and a flash hider, bayonet and bipod.
This model has a 25 round magazine, telescoping stock, and 6,5" barrel. Good original
condition.
9mmp FN Uzi Hmc
Ex Rhodesian army variant with original FN numbers removed for sanctions busting
purposes and later numbers added. Produced by Fabrique Nationale of Belgium. Barrel
length of 260mm with wrap-around bolt, 25 round magazine capacity and under folding
stock. Good original condition.

D128

D129

D130
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R 6500.00

R 5500.00

R 5000.00

R 7500.00
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D131

9mmp LDP Type 1 Hmc
The LDP was designed in Rhodesia by Alex Du Plessis and built by Lacoste
Engineering, a Salisbury based company. The firearm was also nicknamed the "Rhuzi"
[Rhodesian Uzi] by members of the public. Production started in 1977 and it was the
first Rhodesian designed & built firearm. Following this, Maxim Parabellum went on to
build the firearm in South Africa where it was known as the Kommando. The
Rhodesian built variant remained in production until 1980.The LDP has a barrel length
of 230mm, fires from an open bolt, folding shoulder butt and has a twenty-five round
Uzi type staggered magazine. Light carrying wear, fair to good condition.

R 1950.00

D132

9mmp Kommando Hmc
The Kommando was originally designed in Rhodesia by Alex Du Plessis and built by
Lacoste Engineering, a Salisbury based company as the LDP. Following this, Maxim
Parabellum went on to build the firearm in South Africa where it was known as the
Kommando. SAPS demanded that the design be changed so that it could not be
converted to full-auto and an improved folding stock lock and magazine catch was
fitted. The Kommando has a barrel length of 230mm, fires from an open wrap-around
bolt, folding shoulder butt and has a twenty-five round Uzi type staggered magazine.
Good plus original condition.
9mmp Sanna 77 Hmc
The Sanna 77 was manufactured by Dan Pienaar Enterprises [Pty] Ltd. and introduced
onto the SA market in September 1978. It began its development in Rhodesia in the
late 1970's when the Rhodesian firm of GM Steel developed the GM15 & 16 SMGs
which were very closely based on the Czechoslovakian Sa25[vz.48b]. The Kommando
has a folding stock made of a synthetic material which is very prone to breaking, stock
is absent from this gun. The gun fires from an open breech, has a 289mm barrel length
and a wedge-shaped magazine of 40 rounds, includes two spare magazines. Good
condition but for stock.
9mmp Sanna 77 Hmc
The Sanna 77 was manufactured by Dan Pienaar Enterprises [Pty] Ltd. and introduced
onto the SA market in September 1978. It began its development in Rhodesia in the
late 1970's when the Rhodesian firm of GM Steel developed the GM15 & 16 SMGs
which were very closely based on the Czechoslovakian Sa25[vz.48b]. The Kommando
has a folding stock made of a synthetic material which is very prone to breaking, folding
stock missing on this firearm. The gun fires from an open breech, has a 289mm barrel
length and a wedge-shaped magazine of 40 rounds. Good condition.

R 1950.00

D133

D134

D135
D136
D137

D138

No Item
No Item
12ga Striker Combat Shotgun
Designed & developed in Rhodesia in the late 1970's by Hilton Walker, the Striker
solely as a combat shotgun. Manufacture was then undertaken by Aserma
Manufacturing a division of Reutech Defence Industries in New Germany. It has a 12
round magazine capacity, wind-up clockwork type operating mechanism, top folding
stock and 300mm barrel length. Very good condition.
12ga Protecta Combat Shotgun
The Protecta evolved from the Striker as SAPS classified the Striker as a "semi-auto"
as a result of its clockwork operating mechanism and effectively put a halt to private
sales at the time. During the late 18980's this was changed to a twisting fore hand grip
which then allowed to be classified as a manually operated firearm. An auto ejection
housing was then also included. Barrel length of 300mm, 12 round magazine capacity,
top-folding stock. Excellent condition.
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R 1950.00

R 1950.00

R 2250.00

R 2250.00
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CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
Lot

Lot Description

E1

.38super Bul Blade Master Pistol
Hi-tec competition gun with hi-capacity polymer frame, barrel compensator, hooked
trigger guard, scope mounting provision, skeleton hammer & trigger and integral jet
funnel. Includes spare hi-cap magazine. In manufacturer's hard box.
.40s&w Para Ord Inc Mod 1640 Pistol - Boxed
"State of the art" Hi-capacity combat pistol with 16rd.capacity magazines, ambidextrous
safety, adjustable combat sights, skeleton trigger, thumb rest and skeleton hammer. In
manufacturer's box with two spare magazines. In manufacturer's box. Good condition.

E2

E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8

E9
E10

E11
E12
E13

E14

E15
E16

E17
E18
E19

E20

E21
E22

Estimate

.38spl Rossi 2" blue snubbie Revolver
Good condition.
No item
No item
.38spl Astra Mod 680 2" Revolvers x 2
One blued, one stainless. Both excellent conditions.
.38spl Llama & Taurus Snubbie 2" Revolver x 2
Both very good condition.
.38spl Taurus M85 Snubbie 2" blue Revolvers x 2
Wooden chequered grips, both some light holster wear but are in overall good
condition.
.38spl Taurus Stainless Snubbie 2" Revolvers x 2
Both M85 snubbie revolvers and in excellent condition.
.38spl Rossi Snubbie 2" Revolvers x 2
One stainless and one blued. Both recent models with non-ventilated cylinders and
rubber grips and both are in excellent condition.
.38spl Taurus Blue 4" Revolver x 2
Both six shot large frame models and in excellent condition.
.38spl Taurus Large Frame Revolvers x 2
Barrel lengths of 3" & 4". Both very good condition.
.38spl Trident & Charter Arms 2" Blue Revolvers x 2
Trident made by Renato Gamba of Italy. Charter arms "Off-duty" five shot model with
matt finish. Both in good condition.
.38spl Taurus 3" & Trident 4"Revolver x 2
Both have adjustable sights. Blued Trident with chequered wooden grips, satin nickel
finish to Taurus which has Pachmayr grips fitted.
.38spl Taurus 4" Blue Revolvers x 2
Both are large frame 6-shot models and in excellent condition.
.357mag Astra & .38spl Rossi Blue Revolvers x 2
Astra has 4" barrel, adjustable sights and chequered wooden grips. Rossi has 3" barrel
and chequered grips. Both in very good condition.
No Item
.357mag Taurus 3" Blue Revolver
Chequered wooden grips. Good condition.
.357mag Taurus Blue Large Frame Revolvers x 2
Both have adjustable sights, one with 4" and other with 6" barrel. Both in very good
condition.
.22lr North American Arms S/S Revolver
With belt clip folding holster. Barrel length of 26,5mm. Holster locking mechanism
needs attention, rest good.
.22lr Rossi 3" Blue Revolver
Six shot with Pachmayr grips fitted. Excellent condition.
6,35mm Beretta Mod 950B Pistols x 2
Flip-up 2,35" barrel for ease of loading. Both good to good plus condition.
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R 9000.00

R 15000.00

R 650.00

R 1500.00
R 1750.00
R 1750.00

R 2000.00
R 1750.00

R 1750.00
R 1750.00
R 1750.00

R 1850.00

R 1750.00
R 1750.00

R 1259.00
R 2000.00

R 1750.00

R 950.00
R 2000.00
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E23
E24

E25
E26
E27

E28
E29

E30

E31
E32
E33

E34

E35

E36

E37
E38

E39
E40

E41

E42

E43

6,35mm Beretta Mod 950B Pistol
Flip-up 2,35" barrels for ease of loading. Good condition. Includes leather holster.
7,65mm Davis O/U Pistol
Sub-compact nickel finished, hammer operated pistol with 2,5" barrel. Excellent
condition.
9mmp Norinco Mod 213 Pistol
Tokarev type pistol with safety added. Some loss finish, good working order.
9mmp Norinco Mod 213 Pistols x 2
Both in excellent condition.
9mmp CZ75 Pistol
Guncote finish, custom wooden grips with thumb rest to right hand side. Good overall
condition.
9mmp CZ75 Pistol
Black chequered grips, hooked trigger guard. Good plus condition.
9mmp Star Mod BM & BKM Pistols x 2
BM in excellent condition, BKM [alloy frame] shows a degree of wear to finish on frame.

R 1250.00

9mmp FEG FN-HP Type Pistol
Double action variant with increased mag capacity. Hammer drop safety to slide.
Excellent condition.
9mmp Star BKS Pistol
BKS alloy framed variant with wooden grips. Good plus condition.
.22mag NAA Mini Revolver
Five shot cylinder, spur trigger, barrel length of 40mm. Excellent condition.
9mmk Luger 380/15 Pistol
Hi-capacity, 15round magazine, D/A trigger mechanism, hooked trigger guard. Some
light pitting HS of slide, rest good.
.38spl Astra Cadix 2" Revolver - Boxed
Snubbie with chequered wood grips and five shot cylinder. In original box with
instruction manual. Excellent condition.
.38spl Rossi Revolvers x 2 - New
"Pioneer" 2" blue snubbie models with 5-shot cylinders and rubber grips. In
manufacturer's boxes.
.22lr Bernadelli Pistol
Barrel length of 7,9". Ribbed wooden grips. No front sight blade. Suitable for mounting
suppressor to barrel? Good condition.
.22 Star Mod F Pistol
4,3" Barrel, thumb rest grip. An excellent training pistol. Very good condition.
.22mag Uberti Single Action Revolver
Blued 5,5" barrel, colour case hardened frame and brass trigger guard and grip strap.
Good overall condition.
.22lr. Unique Corsair Pistol
Barrel length of 4,5". Inc holster Thumb rest to grip.
.38spl Rossi Revolvers x 2 - New
"Pioneer" 2" blue snubbie models with 5-shot cylinders and rubber grips. In
manufacturer's boxes.
.410 Serena Shotgun
Single shot with 9,75" barrel length and detachable shoulder stock. Loss of finish to
high spots but overall good.
.410br Boito Shot Pistol
Barrel length of 11,8", chequered wooden pistol grip and fore end. Some light pitting to
rhs of frame. Rest good condition.
9mmp Glock 19 Gen 4 Pistol - Boxed
Pistol is "as new" in manufacturer's box with spare gip inserts, instruction manual,
loader and spare magazine. Fifteen round magazine capacity.

R 2850.00
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R 1500.00

R 1850.00
R 3000.00
R 4500.00

R 5000.00
R 4000.00

R 2250.00
R 2500.00
R 1250.00

R 1250.00

R 2500.00

R 750.00

R 950.00
R 2500.00

R 750.00
R 2500.00

R 750.00

R 650.00

R 10000.00
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CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

F1

.303br Lee Enfield Cavalry Carbine
Boer war issue dated 1895.Flat bolt handle, 5 rd. magazine. Butt socket marked "V.R.
Enfield 1895" with numerous inspection stamps. Repair to left-hand side of stock, later
military replacement barrel, military-type refinish to metalwork. Good condition.

R 12500.00

F2

.303 Lee Enfield Lockyer/N.Z. Type Carbine
Manufactured by BSA. Co. Butt socket marked "BSA Co". left hand side butt marked
"No.4 S.C" with Broad Arrow military ownership stamp below it. Rifle has a 21" barrel
with pattern 88 bayonet mounting lug to it, carbine pattern foresight and leaf and ladder
rear sight, 5 round box magazine, carbine type flat handle bolt with safety catch to it.
Possibly a commercially built carbine that was then impressed into service use? An
unusual carbine in good original condition.
.303 Lee Metford Mk. I* Rifle
Receiver marked "Enfield 1890", brass butt roundel marked "S.H. 1892". Numerous
military inspection stamps to metalwork. Steel butt plate. Chip to butt at receiver ring.
Volley sights still in place. Pitting to metalwork, overall fair condition.

R 14500.00

F4

.303 Long Lee LE I* Target Service Rifle
Fitted with Parkers Model 8G target peep site, butt socket marked "BSA Co.". Butt has
clean BSA stacked rifle trade mark to it. Barrel is fitted with a windage adjustable rear
sight all in good plus original condition. Complete with leather sling.

R 4750.00

F5

.303 C.L.L.E Lee Enfield Rifle
By BSA Co. Rifle is fitted with post Boer War sight upgrade and fore sight protector,
UDF ownership stamps to breech. Good plus condition.
.303 Long Lee LE I* Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown ER Enfield 1903 LE I*", breech has disposal stamps, unit
markings and UDF stamps to it. Rifle is fitted with post Boer War sight upgrade, rear
volley sight removed, front volley sight shield still in place. Good original condition.

R 4250.00

.303 Long Lee LE I* Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown ER BSA Co. 1901 LE I*", UDF ownership stamp to breech
ring, front and rear volley sights still in place, post Boer War sight upgrade. All complete
in good original condition.
.303 UDF S.M.L.E. Rifle
Butt socket marked to "Crown E.R. 1902 L.E.I*'. One of the UDF long Lees converted
to S.M.L.E configuration WW2. Good condition.
.303 S.M.L.E.No.1 Mk. III Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. Enfield 1918 III". UDF marking to breech. Good to
good plus condition.
.303 S.M.L.E No. 1 Mk. III Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R 1 Ishapore 1930 Sht. L.E. III". UDF marking to breech,
"G.D.P.S." marking to butt roundel indicating later issue to Prison Services". Fair to
good condition.

R 4000.00

F11

.303 S.M.L.E No.1 Mk. III Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. B.S.A. Co.1912 Sht. L.E.III". Fair to good condition.
Trigger guard screw missing.

R 4250.00

F12

.303 S.M.L.E No.1 Mk. III Service Rifle
Butt socket marked to "BSA Co." Butt roundel marked to SAP. Good plus refinished
condition.

R 3950.00

F3

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10
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R 4750.00

R 3950.00

R 2650.00

R 4250.00

R 4250.00
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F13

F14

F15

F16

F17
F18

F19

F20

F21

F22

F23

F24

F25

F26

.303 S.M.L.E No.1 Mk. III Service Rifles x 2
Very early model with butt socket marked "Crown E.R. B.S.A. Co. 1908 Sht. L.E.III".
Butt roundel & safety missing. Butt carries both "C.M.P." makings for Cape Mounted
Police & "N.S.W." markings for New South Wales. Breech ring is N.S.W marked and
UDF over stamped. An interesting rifle in fair to good condition. Second rifle Manufactured by BSA Co., Union military markings to chamber, "GDPS" markings
indicating Prisons Service markings to butt roundel. Includes webbing target sling.
Good plus condition.
.303 S.M.L.E No. 1 Mk. III Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. Enfield 1917 Sht. L.E. III". UF marking to breech,
"R.H" marking to butt roundel. Fore-end is missing a section behind charger guide and
also a section missing front of sights. Fair to good condition.
.303 S.M.L.E No.1 Mk. III Rifles x 2
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. Enfield 1916 Sht. L.E. 111" with UDF markings to
breech. Good plus original condition. Second Rifle manufactured by BSA C0., UDF
markings to breech, re-barrelled by Musgrave & Sons. Parker Hale 5A peep sight with
adjustable dioptre fitted, magazine missing, rest good original condition.
.303 "Long Lee" Target Rifle
But socket marked "Crown V.R. B.S.A. Co. 1902 L.E.I*". Fitted with period adjustable
dioptre target peep rear sight. Post Boer war sight upgrade to rifle. Fore-end has been
shortened for ease of handling whist target shooting. Good to good plus condition.

R 7900.00

.303 P-14 Enfield Rifle
Winchester manufacture, good original condition.
.303 P14 Enfield Service Rifle
Winchester manufacture, rear sight removed, rifle has Parker Hale Pattern 14
mounting block for target peep sight fitted. Good condition.
.303 P-14 Enfield service Rifle
Eddystone arsenal manufacture, base for Parker-Hale peep sight fitted. Very good
bore, good original condition.
.303 P-14 Enfield Service Target Rifle
Winchester manufacture, Parker Hale PH5B target peep sight fitted with adjustable
dioptre, matching numbers to bolt and action. Webbing target sling fitted, good plus
condition.
.303 P14 Enfield Service Target Rifle
Winchester manufacture, Parker Hale 5B target peep sight with adjustable dioptre.
Good original condition.
.303 No. 4 Mk. II Service Rifle
Manufactured by Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerley 5-49, part of the UDF post war
service contract. Good to good plus condition.

R 3500.00

.303 No 4 Mk. II Unissued Service Rifle
Rifle is still in the packing grease with remnants of the packing wrap material adhering
to the stock. Manufactured by Royal Ordanance Factory Fazakerley March 1950, UDF
stamp to breech, matching numbers. Excellent condition.
.303 No. 4 Mk. II Service Rifle
Manufactured by Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerley 11-49. Part of the UDF post war
purchase contract. Good to good plus condition.
.303 No. 4 Mk. II Service Rifle x 2
First Rifle - Manufactured Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerley March 1950. Good plus
refinished condition. Second Rifle - Manufactured Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerley
May 1949. Good to good plus condition.
.303 No. 4 Mk. I* Service Target Rifle
Manufactured "Long Branch 1942". Fitted with webbing sling and D.O.W" marked
PH5C type target peep sight. Cover hood to foresight. All in good plus condition.

R 5000.00
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R 2500.00

R 8000.00

R 3000.00

R 3650.00

R 3650.00

R 3950.00

R 3950.00

R 4000.00

R 4000.00

R 8000.00

R 3750.00
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F27

.303 No. 4 Mk. II Service Rifle x 2
Manufactured Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerley June 1949. Some handling damage
to rear sight, rest good original condition. Second Rifle - Manufactured Royal Ordnance
Factory Fazakerley April 1949. Magazine missing, rest good original condition.

R 8000.00

F28

.303 No.4 Mk. I Service Rifle
Lend lease rifle marked "US Property Manufactured by Savage 1942", UDF ownership
stamps to breech ring, two position flip up rear sight. Good overall condition.

R 3850.00

F29

.303 No. 4 Mk. II Service Target Rifle
Manufactured Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerley September 1950. Fitted with
Parkerhale PH5C target peep sight with adjustable dioptre and webbing target sling.
Excellent overall condition.
No Item
.22lr Lee Enfield Training Rifle
Official conversion of a 1906 Sht. L.E. 1* to .22 cal. Rifle saw last service with Southern
Rhodesia Tsetse Fly Service as a training rifle as evidenced by "SRTS" markings to
butt and large copper roundel with rack no. on it. Receiver marked to "British South
Africa Co." established by Cecil John Rhodes. Good original condition.

R 4250.00

.22lr S.M.L.E Training Rifle
Butt socket marked "22.12 Crown GR BSA Co. 1916 Sht.Le III*", conversion done by
Parkerhale Birmingham. Muzzle marked "Parker Rifle AEGP". Rifle was used as trainer
with the Rhodesian Tsetse Fly Control Force and is rack marked 22.12 on large copper
roundel to butt. Good overall condition.
.303 No.4 Mk. II Service Target Rifle
Rifle re-barrelled to original military spec by Musgrave & Sons Bloemfontein. Type 5C
adjustable dioptre target sight fitted marked "D.O.W. 59". Includes Kiaat target shooters
box with spare magazine and provision for ammunition. Very good condition.

R 5500.00

F30
F31

F32

F33

F34

R 6500.00

R 42500.00

.303 No. 1 Mk. III* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. B.S.A. Co. 1938 Sht. L.E. III". UD markings to breech,
SAP marking to butt roundel. Includes webbing sling. Crack to fore-end ahead of triggerguard, rest good original.
No Item
.577/450 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle
By I Hollis & Sons. Ribbed 26,5" barrel with leaf and ladder rear sight, horn fore end tip
with chequering, chequered pistol grip, No. 4 type engraved action with safety catch.
Rifle shows little original finish and is a greyish brown colour. Fair to good condition.

R 3500.00

.577/450 Martini Henry Service Type Rifle
Standard full-stock military configuration with 32" barrel. No makers marks to action,
British commercial proofs to barrel. WR number added to knox form. Old chip to top of
butt where it fits into butt socket. Fair to good overall,
.450/577 Westley Richards ZAR Rifle
Receiver marked "Made Specially For ZAR", knox form dated 1897, some light pitting
to left hand side of receiver, dull brown finish to metal work. Fair to good condition.

R 4500.00

F39

.450/577 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Receiver marked "Crown VR BSA & M Co. 1888 II". Rifle is well marked with British
Military Acceptance/Inspection stamps, WD markings and UDF ownership stamps,
BSA markings to butt. Includes clearing rod, good to good plus condition.

R 4500.00

F40

.577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Receiver marked "Crown VR BSA & M Co. 1889 II.", BSA markings and addorsed
arrows to butt, includes clearing rod and sling. Good original condition.

R 5000.00

F35
F36

F37

F38
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R 3750.00

R 4750.00
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F41

.577/450 ZAR Martini Henry Rifle
Left hand side of receiver has typical large Boer Ownership markings been stamped
"ZAR 1827". Receiver and barrel have the crossed pennants of the Brandelin Armoury.
Barrel length of 33", includes clearing rod, some light pitting to rhs of receiver. Fair
original condition.
.45/70 Trapdoor Springfield Rifle
Lock plate marked with eagle and "US Springfield", breech block also marked "US
Model 1873", serial number 184848 to tang, barrel of 32,5" with good round finish to it
and rear sight adjustable to 1200 yards. Includes target sling. Overall good plus original
condition.
.45/70 Springfield Armory Carbine
Barrel length of 22", lock plate has Eagle emblem and US Springfield Armoury
markings to it, trapdoor has US Model 1873 markings, saddle ring fitted opposite lock
plate. Finish is an overall grey brown colour with some light surface pitting to lock plate.
Overall good original.
10,4mm Swiss Vetterli Service Rifle
Lhs of receiver marked "Waffenfabrik Bern M.78", barrel length of 33", rear sight has
provision for firing to 1200m, hooked trigger guard. Rifle has original cleaning rod and
issue leather sling. Good plus original condition as are most Swiss ex-service rifles.

R 4850.00

F45

11mm German Model 1871 Service Rifle
Receiver dated 1875, matching numbers to barrel, receiver, bolt and small parts. Stock
has been cleaned up at some stage but German Inspection stamps are still clearly
visible. Manufactured by "OSTERR WAFFB, GFS". Metal work is a faded grey brown
colour with some very light surface pitting to parts of it. Overall good condition.

R 5000.00

F46

11mm Mauser 1871 Carbine
Barrel length of 20", matching numbers to barrel, receiver, bolt and small parts, knox
form marked "OESTERR. WAFFB. GES". Receiver marked "Mod. 71" and dated
"1876". Wood work bears evidence of a refinish but inspection stamps still clearly
visible to stock. Metal work in good plus original condition. Overall good to good plus
condition.
11mm Mauser Mod 71/84 Rifle
A development of the Model 71 which was then adapted to tubular magazine feed
mechanism, receiver ring marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf A/Neckar
Deutsches Reich". Barrel length of 31,75", weathered silver-grey finish to metal work,
professionally replaced stock with correct inspection stamps to it. Overall fair to good
condition.
.577 Snider 2 Band Rifle
Barrel length of 29,35", lock plate carries Crown cypher and tower 1867 markings,
"Snider Patent" marking to breech, rear sight graduated to 800m, clearing rod missing,
but rest of rifle in good original condition.
7x57mm Chilean M95 Mauser Service Rifle
Manufactured by DWM, the Chilean M95 Mauser differed from the Boer Mauser in
three respects. It had a double release catch for the rear sight slide, whereas the Boer
Mauser had just one, the bolt head was rounded rather than square and there was a
safety locking lug at the rear of the receiver that the Boer Mauser did not have. The rifle
includes a cleaning rod and has matching numbers and is in very good original
condition.
7,92x57mm Gew 88 Rifle
Tubular guard surrounding 29" barrel, straight grip stock, top of receiver marked 'R.
Muller Cape Town". Cleaning rod to rifle. Fair to good overall condition.
8mm Steyr M95 Straight Pull Service Rifle
"Steyr M95" to receiver ring, "S" marking to knox form. Barrel of 30". Good original
condition.

R 5500.00

F42

F43

F44

F47

F48

F49

F50

F51
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R 6500.00

R 6500.00

R 6000.00

R 4250.00

R 3500.00

R 6500.00

R 3950.00

R 2750.00
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F52

F53

F54

F55

F56

F57

F58

F59

7,62mm Moisin- Nagant M91 Service Rifle
Manufactured Russia 1936. barrel length of 28,5". All good original but for missing
cleaning rod.
6,5x58mm Portuguese Mauser Service Rifle
Survivor of the German South West campaign 1914/15, rifle carries Crest of both Juan
Carlos I and UDF ownership stamps, serial number E1178 to all major components.
Includes cleaning rod. Good to good plus original condition.
6,5mm Carcano M1891 Service Rifle
Produced at Terni Arsenal 1935. Rifle has a 30,6" barrel, 6 shot Mannlicher clip loading
magazine, full length stock, split bridge receiver and tangent rear sight. Octagonal
section behind the rear sight typical of early models. Good original overall.

R 4950.00

7x57mm DWM M98 Rifle
Same configuration as Brazilian M1908. Commercial proofs, UDF WW2 confiscation
and disposal stamps to receiver ring. Action has been drilled and tapped for scope
mounts and mag spring & follower are missing.
8x57mm Mauser K98 Nazi Service Rifle
Receiver ring marked "bcd 41" signifying manufacture by Gustloff Werke Weimar 1941.
Laminated wooden stock. Serial 1185 to all metal components. Good plus condition.

R 3950.00

8x57JS Mauser Model 1898 Kav/A.R.T. Carbine
Marked " Crown Erfurt 1904" on top of receiver and "KAR 98" on left receiver, "S"
behind the rear sight denoting suitability for use with "S" cartridges. The butt plate
extension is marked "K.G.P. 46" which is believed to be a German Colonial police
marking in German South West Africa. Turned down spoon shaped bolt handle. Barrel
length 435mm. Stock with semi pistol grip, short wood hand guard on top of barrel.
Miniature Lange rear sight, nose cap with sight protector wings. Very good condition.
Stock has been refinished, has all matching numbers except for cleaning rod and bolt
is un-numbered. An extremely rare carbine.
.30-06 Springfield M1903 Service Rifle
Receiver ring marked "U.S Springfield Armory Model 1903 1527728". Finely adjustable
rear sight. Dings/scratches to finish on stock, rest good original condition.

R 3750.00

R 1850.00

R 6500.00

R 45000.00

R 6500.00

7,5mm Schmidt Rubin Mod 1911 Carbine
Straight pull bolt action. Typical Swiss quality. Matching numbers, excellent overall
condition.
7,62mm Moisin Nagant M44 Carbine
Manufactured 1952. Side folding bayonet is missing otherwise good original condition.

R 6500.00

F61

8mm Steyr M95 Straight Pull Carbine
Also known as the "Stutzen", the short rifle has provision for a stacking swivel and
bayonet lug that the cavalry carbine does not have. "Budapest M.95" to receiver ring.
Standard Austrian service rifle WW1. Good original.

R 1950.00

F62

6,5mm Carcano Mod TS38 Carbine
Barrel length of 17,5" Rifle manufactured by Beretta in 1936. Folding bayonet. Very
good plus original condition.
7,62x51mm Spanish Mauser M43 Service Rifle
The M43's were originally in 7,92x57mm caliber but when the Spanish adopted the
Cetme self-loading rifle they arsenal refurbished many of the M43's, rebarreled them to
7,62 Nato caliber and they placed into reserve. This is one of the arsenal refinished
rifles and is in mint condition with matching numbers, cleaning rod and two position
bayonet lug.
.450/577 Martini Sporting Rifle By Grange Gun Co.
Elegant sporting rifle with 28,75" barrel, seven leaf and ladder rear sight fitted, wrap
around chequering to both fore end and straight hand, steel butt plate. Rifle has been
professionally refinished and is in excellent refinished condition.

R 1950.00

F60

F63

F64
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R 2650.00

R 4500.00

R 4950.00
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F65

.300sherwood BSA Martini Sporting Rifle
Barrel length of 25", straight wrist stock. Fair to good condition with some
dings/scratches & fading to finish.
No Item
7,62x54R Moisin Nagant Model 1891 Rifle
Hexagonal receiver marked "Remington Armory 1917 No. indicating 1917 manufacture.
Imperial Romanov marks to top of receiver. Moisin Nagant rifles made outside of
Russia are rare particularly in this condition. This is obviously one of the 840 307 of
these rifles Remington made for the Tsarist government but deliveries were curtailed
with the onset of the Russian revolution of 1917. This is example is one of those that
were never delivered to Russia because of the revolution and hence was never serial
numbered as evidenced by the stamp on the receiver that has a blank space after the
No. Stamp where the serial number would have been placed before delivery. Excellent
condition with canvas and leather sling.

R 1750.00

9mm Beretta Mod38/42 Hmc
A simplified version of the Beretta 1938A HMC, the M38/42 has a round tapered barrel
of 9" including an integral compensator. Stock and operating system have a very
similar operating mechanism but for a fixed rear sight and a safety located in the body
of the stock. Gun is also not as finely finished as the M1938A. Presently fitted with 10
round magazine, a variety of magazines of up to 35 rounds were available for it. Good
used condition.
9mmp Beretta M1938A Hmc
Long regarded as one of the finest HMC's ever built, the M1938A combined fine old
world craftsmanship with a relatively modern design. This model carries the Italian
Army Crest on the receiver and was no doubt brought back as a war trophy from the
WW2 East African campaign. There is also the Italian Army Crest of the Duke stamped
on the butt of well-figured walnut. Machined barrel jacket to 14" barrel which has an
integral compensator to the muzzle. Approx 90% original factory gloss blue remaining
to gun. Very good plus original condition.

R 14500.00

F70

7,92 x 33mm MP44 Assault Rifle
First produced in 1943, wooden stock and 16,3" barrel. Mag capacity of 30rds.
Extensively used on Russian front. "MP44" marked on receiver. Slight ding to front
hand guard with thumbnail sized area of light pitting to ding. Good original condition.

R 95000.00

F71

.30m1 Carbine
By Saginaw Steering Gear with serial number 5852893. Carbine is fitted with original
sling and oil bottle and has bayonet lug to barrel. Flat-type bolt. Good plus original
condition.
7,62x39mm SKS Rifle
Folding blade bayonet, communist star to side of receiver. Hinged magazine. Some
scattered loss of finish to side of receiver, rest good.
7,62x39mm Chinese SKS Service Rifle
Typical Chinese variant with cruciform section folding bayonet and Chinese lettering to
side of receiver. Good plus condition.
7,62x39mm Rifle -SKS M21 Presentation Rifle
Rifle is the relatively scarce M21 variant of the type 56 SKS rifle built at the Jainshe
Arsenal. Butt carries a silver plaque with the following engraved to it, "Presented to Lt.
General J.P. Verster by General K. De Arriaga Nov. 1971". Lt. General Verster was
head of the SAAF 1967-75 whilst General Kaulza De Arriaga served as Chief of the
Mozambican Armed Forces 1970-73 and there was obviously a good working
relationship between the two Generals. Rifle is in good plus condition as one would
expect a presentation rifle to be.
7,62x45mm Cezch VZ52 Rifle
Gas operated semi-automatic fitted with a 20,5" barrel, folding non-detachable bayonet
and detachable 10-rd. box magazine. Rifle is dated 1955 and in good original order.

R 12500.00

F66
F67

F68

F69

F72

F73

F74

F75
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R 9500.00

R 25000.00

R 6500.00

R 5500.00

R 8500.00

R 4500.00
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F76

F77

F78

F79

F80

F81
F82

F83

F84

F85
F86

F87
F88

F89

.30/06 M1 Garand Rifle
Manufactured by "Springfield Armory" with serial number 5317425. Metalwork in good
plus original condition, stock has been refinished at some stage. Good to good plus
overall.
7,62x51mm FN Gew 58 Rifle
Belgian built variant of the Fal issued to West German forces in the late 50's. The rifle
was unique in having a steel fore end. Unique German numbering system to magazine
housing and dated 2/58. Good original condition.
7,62x51mm Israeli FN-Fal Rifle
Made by Fabrique Nationale for the Israeli Army. Israeli coat of arms to side of receiver,
wooden stock, short wooden handguard with perforated metal extension. Barrel
designed for use with the M1965 bayonet which has an integral flash-hider to the
handle of the bayonet. Receiver pinned to prevent selective fire operation. Israeli
variants are seldom encountered. Good to good plus condition.
.308win FN-Fal Rifle
Commercial variant of the Fal which is marked "F.A.L cal. 308" and FN details to
opposite side of receiver. Ex-Rhodesian army rifle with fair traces of Rhodesian camo
paint to it. Rifle is factory pinned for semi-auto only fire. Good condition.
7,62x51mm FN-Fal Heavy Barrel Rifle
Ex-Rhodesian army rifle with extensive green camo to most of rifle. Hinged butt-plate to
wooden stock and larger carrying handle found only on the heavy barrel model.
Matching numbers to both upper & lower receivers. Rifle is missing bipod which mounts
on the flash suppressor, rest all good original condition. Scarce.
7,62mm FN-Fal Type 3 Rifle
Belgian made, S.A. type flash-hider, plastic butt. Good condition.
7,62x51 FN Gew 58 Rifle
Belgian built variant of the Fal issued to West German forces in the late 50's. Unique
German numbering system to magazine housing and dated 5/59. Extensive Rhodesian
camo, sling and carrying handle removed as per Rhodesian regulations.

R 13500.00

7,62 R1 FN-Fal Service Rifle
In extremely good refurbished condition. Wooden stocked variant. "R1-7,62mm M
within U" marked. Matching serial numbers. Extremely good barrel to rifle.
7,62mm G3 Service Rifle
Portuguese manufactured rifle dated 1970. Upgraded triangular section green fore-end
& butt. Rifle comes complete with sling. Excellent condition.
No Item
.223 Vektor CR21 Rifle
Designed as a proprietary new replacement bullpup rifle for the R4 rifle range by LEW.
The CR21 was evaluated both by SAPS and the SANDF who commented favourably
on it but were unable to purchase any new rifle range due to budget constraints.
Production total was approximately 200 units. As new condition.
No Item
.22lr Walther Dual Use Rifle
Can be used as either a semi-auto or bolt action. Open sights to relatively heavy profile
barrel of 24,5". Ten shot detachable magazine. Finger grooves to fore-end. Barrel
shows considerable wear to finish and fore end shows evidence of a barrel band being
added to it. Needs to be reblued.
.22lr Brno Mod 1 Rifle
Barrel of 22,5" dated 1947, three leaf rear sight, metal work in very good condition.
Rifle has a few light dings to stock which can easily be cleaned.

R 13500.00
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R 25000.00

R 12500.00

R 12500.00

R 32500.00

R 9500.00
R 12500.00

R 8500.00

R 25000.00

R 1450.00

R 4500.00
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F90

.40-60 Colt New Lightning Magazine Rifle - Pre1898
Serial number 677 indicates 1884 manufacture. Round 22" barrel with British proofs to
it and marked ".40-60-260" for caliber designation. Colt rampant stallion trademark to
side of frame. Crisp Colt markings to barrel with patent dates. Chequered fore-end with
light crack to LH side of fore-end. Butt has a 3/4" extension professionally added giving
a total L.O.P. of 14,8". This can readily be taken back to standard length if required.
Butt has been lightly refreshed at some stage and metalwork has been reblued. Good
reblued condition but for missing rear sight.

R 19500.00

F91

.44 Colt New Lightning Carbine - Pre 1898
Serial number 78119 indicates 1895 manufacture. Round barrel of 20,4", 12 shot
magazine and straight grip stock. Barrel marked "Colt's PT. F.A Mfg. Co. Hartford Ct.
U.S.A Patented May 29 Sept. 1883 May 26 85. June 15 86 Feb. 22 1887". Rifle has
had additional numbers added to the barrel being "L8581" and "L7283". The .44 Colt
round is the same as the .44-40 but for a 200gr. bullet with a 40gr. powder charge.
Fore-end of the carbine has a two line border to it and does not appear to have been
chequered. A dark brownish grey finish to barrel and slide, with clear edges where the
finish has worn on the breech assembly. Good woodwork, untouched metalwork and all
in good working order.

R 32500.00

F92

.44 Colt New Lightning Magazine Rifle - Pre 1898
Serial number 9847 indicates 1891 manufacture. British proofs to 26" barrel which also
carries the ".44Cal " marking as well as Colt stamps and patent dates to it. Colt
rampant stallion trademark to side of frame. Chequered fore-end, professionally
extended stock with 14,5" L.O.P. This can readily be put back to standard. Rifle is in
particularly good original condition with a high % of original finish to both the metal &
woodwork.
.38 Colt Lightning Magazine Rifle - Pre 1898
Serial number 49356 indicates 1890 manufacture. Round barrel with open sights 27,5"
long with full length magazine tube. Straight hand stock, steel butt plate. Rifle has been
professionally reblued with crisp markings to it. repaired split to butt behind tang. Good
refinished condition.
.250/3000 Savage M99 Lever Rifle
Round barrel of 24" with integral ramp foresight and open rear sight. Rifle has a
schnabel fore end with two panel chequering to the fore end and pistol grip, ribbed steel
butt plate, thumb nail sized pitting patch on outside of barrel. Fair to good overall
condition.
.32/20 Marlin Model 94 Lever Rifle
Rifle re-barrelled with a 20,5" round barrel by Musgrave & Sons of Bloemfontein. Ramp
fore sight and original rear sight fitted. Full length magazine tube, serial number 331808
to receiver, straight hand butt without any chequering to it and re-enforcing screw to
grip. Overall good condition.
.44/40 Winchester Mod 1873 Rifle - Pre 1898
Serial number 505023B indicates 1878 manufacture. Afrika model with 23.75"
octagonal barrel fitted with six leaf plus ladder Afrika type rear sights, full length
magazine tube. Rifle has a silver-grey overall finish to it and displays some light surface
pitting to parts of receiver. Straight hand walnut stock with curved steel butt plate and
four piece Winchester cleaning rod kit to it. Rifle is missing the top dust cover but
further appears to be fair to good original condition.
.44/40 Winchester Mod 92 Rifle - Pre 1898
Serial number 96067 indicates 1894 manufacture. Serial number W5553 added to
barrel. British commercial proofs to round 24,25" barrel which is fitted with open sights,
full length magazine tube, straight hand walnut stock with small chip to top left-hand
corner. Smooth steel butt plate, gun has a high percentage original finish to it and is in
good original condition but for small chip to butt.

R 35000.00

F93

F94

F95

F96

F97
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R 17500.00

R 3500.00

R 3750.00

R 20000.00

R 20000.00
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F98

.44/40 Winchester M1873 Engraved Rifle - Pre 1898
Serial number 40658 indicates 1879 manufacture. Octagonal barrel of 24,25" fitted with
open sights, full length magazine tube, rifle is an engraved model with deer stalking
scene to right hand side and small buck to left-hand side of receiver. Full scroll
engraving to receiver, scroll engraving to silver plated nose cap, fore end displays light
chip to upper left hand side. Rifle has a set trigger and curved steel butt plate with butt
trap carrying Winchester four piece cleaning rod. Rifle has a silver-grey finish to it and
could be described as good overall but for loss of finish to it. Rifle comes complete with
letter confirming factory engraving, which cost an additional $2,50 in 1879.

R 60000.00

F99

.30/30win Winchester Mod 94 Lever Rifle
Serial number 3853302 indicates 1972 manufacture. Barrel length of 20" with open
sights fitted, engraved colour case hardened receiver, fitted with brass saddle ring.
Straight hand stock with butt plate marked "Winchester Repeating Arms". Rifle is in
excellent condition.
.22lr Mauser Mn410B Sporting Rifle
Serial number 203410. Barrel length of 23,6". Bolt action sporter on the Mini-98 action
with receiver grooved for scope mounting. Good to good plus condition
.22lr Mauser Mn410b Rifle
Serial number 200347. Barrel length of 23,6". Bolt action sporter on the Mini-98 action
with receiver grooved for scope mounting. Good condition.
.22lr Mauer Mn410b Rifle
Serial number 203046. Lightweight 23,6" barrel with tangent rear sight, ramp foresight
& sling swivel to barrel. Built on the mini-98 action with receiver grooved for scope
mounting. Good condition with some carrying wear to finish on trigger guard &
magazine & light scratches to stock
.22lr Mauser Ms420B Sporting/Target Rifle
Heavy barrelled model with finger groove fore end. Good bore. Good overall but for
missing extractor. Serial number 116842. Barrel length of 26,8". Mini-98 action.
.22lr Mauser Mn410b sporting Rifle
Serial number 205767. Lightweight 23,6" barrel with tangent rear sight, ramp foresight
& sling swivel to barrel. Built on the mini-98 action with receiver grooved for scope
mounting. Good condition.
.22lr Mauser Mn410b Sporting Rifle
Serial number 210486. Lightweight 23,6" barrel with tangent rear sight. Mini-98 action,
10 rd. magazine. Good plus condition with a stock that shows hardly any wear.

R 12500.00

F100

F101

F102

F103

F104

F105

F106

F107

F108

F109

F110

.22lr Mauser Mn410b Rifle
Serial number 206942. Barrel length of 23,6". Bolt action sporter on the Mini-98 action
with receiver grooved for scope mounting. Good condition with stock refinished and
some light carrying wear to trigger guard & magazine.
.22lr Brno Mod-1 Sporting Rifle
Open sights to 22,8" barrel, five shot magazine. Manufactured 1947. Some mottled
wear to bluing and various light handling scratches to stock. Fair to good cosmetics,
good working order.
.22lr Brno Rifle Mod 1 Sporting Rifle
Manufactured 1947. Open sights to 22,8" barrel and five shot magazine. Very good
plus condition.
.22lr Brno Mod 581 S/Auto Sporting Rifle
Fitted with Tasco bantam 4x32 compact scope. Rifle manufactured 197. Open sights to
22" barrel which is also threaded at the muzzle for a silencer. One of the more
desirable .22rifles constructed of wood & steel. Good plus condition.
.22lr Brno De luxe Model 2 Rifle
Tangent rear sight to 24" barrel, five round box magazine, chequered wrist. All in good
plus condition.
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R 4750.00

R 4750.00

R 4750.00

R 3750.00

R 4750.00

R 6500.00

R 3750.00

R 2750.00

R 3950.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00
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F111

F112

F113

F114

F115

F116
F117

F118

F119

F120

F121

F122

F123

F124

F125

.22lr Brno Mod-2 Sporting Rifle
Manufactured 1980. Fitted with Nikko Stirling Air King 4x32AO rifle scope. Open sights
to 24,75" barrel, five round magazine. Good original condition.
.22lr Brno Mod 1 Sporting Rifle
Manufactured 1947. Open sights to 22,8" barrel and five shot magazine. Good to good
plus condition.
.22lr Winchester Mod 69A Sporting Rifle
Serial number 8954. Round barrel of 25" with open rear sight, detachable box
magazine. Introduced 1937 discontinued in 1963. Mottled finish to exterior of barrel,
good stock
.22lr Winchester Mod 62A Slide-Action Rifle
Introduced 1932 and discontinued 1958. Serial 238715 indicates 1947 manufacture.
Open sights to 23" barrel, ribbed fore end, exterior of metal works shows considerable
wear to finish. Overall fair to good condition.
.22lr Winchester Mod 61 Slide-Action Rifle
Barrel length of 24". Serial number 197126 indicates 1954 manufacture. Very good plus
original condition.
No Item
.22 Remington Mod 16 Semi-Auto Rifle
Produced 1914 to 1928 with 22" barrel, open sights & walnut stock. Good refinished
condition.
.22lr Unique Semi-Auto Rifle
Gun can normally be used as a combination pistol/rifle set, pistol barrel not present with
this example, semi auto action, 18" barrel, Bushnell 4x scope fitted, some scratches to
varnish finish on stock but overall good condition.
.22lr Unique Semi-Auto Rifle
Gun can normally be used as a combination pistol/rifle set, pistol barrel not present with
this example, semi auto action, 18" barrel, Bushnell 4x scope fitted, some scratches to
varnish finish on stock foresight removed from barrel but overall good condition.

R 3950.00

.22lr BSA Martini International Mk II Match Rifle
Standard heavy match stock with sling swivel mounting, tunnel fore sight to heavy 28,5"
barrel, deeply swept cheek piece. Good plus condition.
.22lr BSA WD Training Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrel, full stock military type fore end, BSA trademark to butt, bolt
action mechanism. Fair to good overall.
.22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle
As used by SA cadets for target training, tunnel fore sight to 29" barrel, adjustable
dioptre to target peep rear sight, chequered 12" fore end, BSA butt plate displays some
cracking, rest good overall condition.
.22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle
Adjustable dioptre target peep sight mounted to back of action, tunnel fore sight to 29"
target barrel with a 16,5" fore end. Knurled brass container with spare fore sight
element, provision for mounting target sling to front and rear of fore end. Excellent
overall condition.
.22lr Walther Dual Use Rifle
Can be used as either a semi-auto or bolt action. Open sights to relatively heavy profile
barrel of 24,5". Five shot detachable magazine. Finger grooves to fore-end. Metalwork
has been reblued, woodwork untouched. Good overall condition.
.22hnt Zidi Rifle
More properly known as a 5,6x35R Vierling round, rifle has open sights to 21,5" barrel,
detachable five round magazine, splinter type fore end to stock, two chequering panels
to semi pistol grip, cheek piece and chequered horn butt plate to stock. Good overall
condition

R 4500.00
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R 3750.00

R 950.00

R 1500.00

R 1950.00

R 950.00

R 2500.00

R 2500.00

R 1950.00

R 3500.00

R 3950.00

R 1950.00

R 5500.00
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F126

F127

F128

F129

F130

F131

F132

.22hnt Brno Model ZKW465 Sporting Rifle
Fitted with 4x Meotpa scope on one piece factory mounts, rifle manufactured 1973,
open sights to 23" barrel, includes spare magazine, double set triggers. Excellent
original condition.
.22hnt Brno Mod ZKW465 Rifle
Manufactured 1949, open sights to 23" barrel, fitted with Nikko Sterling Silver Crown
4x32 rifle scope. Good to good plus condition.
.22hnt Brno ZKW465 Rifle
Fitted with Nikko Sterling Gold Crown 4x40WA scope, rifle manufactured 1949,
detachable box magazine, double set triggers. Good overall condition.
.22hnt Winchester Mod 43 Rifle
Produced 1948 to 1956. Round tapered barrel of 24" with open rear sight, five round
detachable box magazine. Good overall condition.
.22/250 Ruger No.1 Rifle
Single shot action with 24" heavy profile barrel, fitted with Leupold 10x scope.
Chequering to pistol grip and fore end, solid recoil pad to butt. Excellent overall
condition.
.243win Mauser Mod 2000 Sporting Rifle
Mauser banner to receiver, open sights to 24" barrel, detachable floor plate to
magazine, rifle has chequered wrist and fore end, Monte Carlo type stock, double set
triggers, varnish finish to stock displays some light scratches but overall good condition

R 6000.00

R 4500.00

R 4250.00

R 4500.00

R 14500.00

R 9500.00

7x57mm Mauser M98 Custom Rifle
Fitted with Schmidt & Bender 6X42 scope on see through QD type mounts. Ribbed
octagonal to round 25" barrel with open rear sight and integral ramp fore sight, action
marked "Mauser Werke AG Oberndorf". Lever release floor plate, double set triggers
and 45 degree low scope safety to bolt. Well figured stock has ornate wrap around
chequering to fore end and two panel chequering to pistol grip. A well made custom
rifle in good plus condition.
7x57mm Haenel Oberndorf Sporting Mauser
A particularly scarce rifle built by Mauser Werke Oberndorf on the Haenel action, which
has a split bridge similar to the Mannlicher Schoenauer and has a unique camming
magazine floor plate, rifle has a ribbed octagon to round barrel carrying Mauser type
open sights and is marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser A/G Oberndorf Am Neckar". Rifle is
fitted with a Weaver K4W scope utilizing Redfield two piece mounts, similar to those
used on the Mannlicher Schoenauer rifles. Broad gas deflector to cocking shroud on
bolt, walnut stock with schnabel fore end tip, action recoil lug, semi pistol grip stock and
Mauser butt plate. All in good original condition.

R 17500.00

F134

7mm rem mag Browning Semi-Auto Sporting Rifle
Open sights to 23,5" barrel, receiver drilled and tapped for scope usage, hinged box
magazine, wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip, solid
Browning recoil pad. Some light wear scratches to varnish finish on stock, rest of gun in
very good plus condition.

R 12500.00

F135

.308 win Sako A11 Custom Sporting Rifle
Fitted with Lynx Professional P3-9X42D scope, ramp fore sight to 23" barrel, rifle has
been professionally fitted with a custom walnut stock which has a dark fore end tip,
wrap around chequering to round profile fore end and pistol grip, dark grip cap, Monte
Carlo type cheek piece and solid brown Uncle Mikes recoil pad to butt. Rifle has a satin
matt blued finish to it. All in good plus condition.
.30/06 Musgrave K98 Sporting Rifle
Fitted with 4x40 Tasco rifle scope, open sights to 24" barrel, two panel chequering to
pistol grip, according to serial number this was the seventh 30/06 K98 rifle off the
production line. Good plus original condition.
.30/06 Sako A3 Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrel, chequering to wrist and fore end, Monte Carlo styled butt with
ventilated Sako recoil pad to it. All in excellent condition.

R 14500.00

F133

F136

F137
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R 25000.00

R 9500.00

R 12000.00
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F138

.30/06 Brno Mod ZKK Rifle
Fitted with 2-7X Leupold scope, open sights to 24" barrel, hinged magazine floor plate
and set trigger to rifle, rifle manufactured in 1972. Dark fore end tip and grip cap, two
panel chequering to grip and fore end, Monte Carlo styled butt, rifle is in good plus
condition but for rubber recoil pad which is perishing and would need to be replaced.

R 9000.00

F139

8x57mm Mauser M98 Sporting Rifle
Light weight 24" barrel with open sights and sling swivel, splinter type fore end, two
panel chequering to semi pistol grip type stock, steel butt plate, barrel has English proof
marks to it. Good overall condition.
8x60mm Mauser A-Type Sporting Rifle
Ramp fore sight, barrel band swivel and five leaf rear sight to 24" barrel, horn fore end
tip wrap around chequering to fore end and wrist, pad to extremely well figured stock,
solid red recoil pad is perishing and would need replacement. Some overall loss of
finish to barrel, action is still original bright blue, some light insect damage to horn fore
end tip. Excellent bore, the extremely well figured stock deserves a refreshing. Overall
good to good plus with significant potential.

R 5500.00

F140

F141

F142

F143

F144

F145

F146
F147

F148

.30/06 Sauer Model 200 Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrel, two piece stock has two panel chequering to fore end and
grip. Includes Schmidt & Bender 1,5-6X 30mm scope on QD mounts, duplex reticule,
scope is excellent condition in original box. Good overall condition.
.30/06 Musgrave Mod 80 Rifle
Includes Leupold M8-4X scope. Heavyish profile 24" barrel with Williams sights to it.
Four-panel skip-line chequering to wrist & fore-end. Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad to
butt. Good to good plus condition.
9x57mm Mauser C Type Sporting Rifle
Made by V C Schilling of Suhl. Military stepped profile to 27" barrel which is fitted with
open sights and sling swivel, wrap around chequering to schnabel type fore end, two
panel chequering to grip, light weight early sporting rifle, with a bore that is still in
relatively good condition. Good overall condition.
.22/410 Stevens Combination
Open sights to 24" barrel, bakelite stock fitted which has a repaired crack to the pistol
grip. Fair to good condition.
.22mag/410 Atlas O/U Combination
Made by Carrero & Astelaro S.L Guernica Spain. Open sights to 23,7" barrel which is
also grooved for scope mounts, oversized Baikal butt plate fitted to gun. Fair to good
condition.

R 17500.00

R 11500.00

R 7500.00

R 1250.00

R 1250.00

12ga/9,3x72 Sauer & Sohn Drilling
Hammerless action, crude replacement stock, rear sight missing. Fair condition.
16ga/8mm VCR Schilling Combination Mauser M98
Very unusual gun built on the small ring M98 Mauser action, with a hinged 580mm
16ga shotgun barrel below the rifle barrel of 590mm. Rifle is scoped with a solid steel
scope marked " C D.R.G.N Dr W Gerard Optische Anstalt Berlin W50", scope is in its
original leather carry case. Rifle is built on an engraved small ring action which has the
cocking hammer for the shotgun barrel set to left side of the action, double set triggers
and engraving to the trigger guard and sides of receiver, breech assembly is marked "D
R G N 126513", horn lever for opening shotgun barrel, rifle barrel goes from octagonal
to round format with a rib running along the top of the barrel. Integral foresight and two
leaf rear sight, top rib has small section removed to provide clearance for the scope.
Two panel chequering to both splinter fore end and semi pistol grip, stock has "Afrika"
side panels below the action and a cheek piece to the butt, pad has been replaced with
ventilated rib pad. This particular rifle features on page 79 of the Pretoria Arms &
Ammo collectors book on SA Firearms and served as the example of the European
combination gun on which the Musgrave Combination Rifle was based.
.410 Liege Single Barrel "Poachers" Folding Shotgun
Single barrel of 29,5", hammer gun. Fair to good condition.
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R 14500.00

R 2750.00
R 75000.00

R 750.00
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F149

F150

F151

F152

F153

F154

F155

F157

F158

F159

F160

F161

F162

.410 Aya S/S Shotgun
Boxlock non-ejector with 27" barrels, colour case hardened action, chequering to fore
end and straight grip. Good plus condition.
.410 Zabala S/S Shotgun
Box lock, non-ejector with 26" barrels, beaver tail type fore end, engraved action, pistol
grip type stock. All in good plus condition but for recoil pad which is perished and needs
to be replaced.
20ga Remington Mod 1100LT S/Auto Shotgun
Ventilated rib, full choke barrel of 27,8", Fleur-De Lys type chequering to fore end and
pistol grip. Very well figured stock with 13,5" lop. An attractive gun in good plus
condition which should be ideal for pigeon shooting.
.270win Heym Rifle
Light weight sporter built on M98 action with 24" barrel with ramp fore sight and three
leaf rear sight, wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to pistol grip
stock which has cheek piece fitted to it. Overall good condition.
12ga FN-Browning Mod 2000 S/Auto Shotgun
Gun which has capacity for two rounds, engraved receiver, 28" ventilated rib barrel with
3/4 choke to it, wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip.
Excellent overall condition.
12ga Beretta Mod. A301 S/Auto Shotgun
Ventilated rib to barrel of 27,75" which is marked to both Musgrave and Beretta and is
full choked, high visibility sight fitted to fore end, chequered fore end and grip.
Extension added to butt giving 15,5" lop. Excellent condition.
12ga Browning Mod 2000 S/Auto Shotgun
Gun which has capacity for two rounds, engraved receiver, 30" ventilated rib barrel with
3/4 choke to it, wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip. Very
good overall condition.
12ga Webley & Scott Hammer S/S Shotgun - Pre 1898
Black powder proofed gun with 30" barrels and back action side locks, relatively good
bores with a few light dings to them. Fair to good overall condition.
12ga Enrico Salvinelli Side Lock S/S Shotgun
Barrel length of 27,5" with full and 3/4 chokes to them, full rose and scroll engraving to
locks and action, bottom of action is marked to 'Enrico Salvinelli Gardone VT", gun is
Italian proofed, has a chequered straight gripped stock of high grade walnut, finish on
barrels displays some wear where it has been carried. In good overall condition with
tight action and good bores to it, also has cocking indicators to the locks.

R 4500.00

R 3950.00

R 6500.00

R 5500.00

R 6500.00

R 6500.00

R 6500.00

R 2500.00

R 12500.00

12ga Aya No 1 Side Lock S/S Shotgun
An ejector with hand detachable side locks which are fully engraved and case
hardened, 28" barrels which are full and 1/4 choked, articulated front trigger. Fore end
and straight wrist have wrap around chequering to them, tear drops to well figured
walnut stock. Excellent overall condition.
12ga Cogswell & Harrison Single Barrel Folding S/G
Popular for use by poachers for purposes of carrying guns concealed under coats, 32"
barrel, hammer action, chequering to fore end and straight wrist good overall condition.

R 19500.00

12ga FN Browning Mod 2000 S/Auto Shotgun
With 29,5" full choke barrel, chequered fore end and pistol grip, some light scratches to
stock otherwise good condition. Two round capacity.
12ga Beretta A301 Semi-Auto Shotgun
Ventilated rib, 27,5" barrel which is 3/4 choked and marked to both Musgrave and
Beretta, engraved action, Musgrave recoil pad fitted giving 14,75" lop. Good plus
condition.

R 5500.00
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R 750.00

R 6500.00
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F163

F164

F165

F166

F167

F168
F169

F170

F171

F172

F173

F174

F175

12ga Sauer Beretta S56E O/U Shotgun
Built by Beretta and sold by Sauer. Barrels and action are marked "Sauer Beretta".
Barrel length of 28" choked full and 1/2, engraved ejector action with single selective
trigger. Good to good plus condition.
12ga Beretta S56E O/U Shotgun
Gun is marked to both Beretta and Musgrave. Single trigger, ejector action and has 28"
barrels, choked full and modified. Well figured stock with chequered fore end and wrist
to it, by Faan De Vos. Very good plus condition.
12ga FN-Browning "Humpback" Mod. A 5 Shotgun
Semi-auto with 23,5" barrel, finger grooves fore-end re-enforcing bolt to pistol grip,
ventilated FN marked recoil pad. Good plus condition.
16ga Unity S/S Shotgun
Boxlock, non-ejector marked "Unity Specially Made for Shimwells Johannesburg",
Belgian made gun with 32" barrels, engraved bolstered action with Greener type cross
bolt and side clips. Chequered wrist and fore end, recoil pad needs to be replaced on
butt. Good overall condition.
12ga Clabrough & Johnston S/S Shotgun
Boxlock extractor gun with 30" barrels choked full & half. An attractive gun with colour
case hardened action, high % original blue to the barrels and chequered wrist & foreend. Recoil pad to butt. Good bores, tight action, good plus condition
No Item
.22lr Remington Field Master Pump-Action Rifle
Open sights to 24,5" barrel, tubular under barrel magazine, take down action. Good
original condition.
37mm Federal Mod 201Z "Stopper" Riot Gun
Issued for crowd/riot control by the Rhodesian Authorities, barrel length of 12", solid
wooden butt. Good to good plus condition.
12ga Neostead Shotgun
South African designed bullpup pump-action with twin tube magazine feed. Fairly
unique in utilising the forward moving barrel concept. Pushing the pump handle forward
ejects fired cartridge and dispenses a new cartridge from the magazine. Total length is
690mm and barrel length 570mm. Twelve round magazine capacity. Of a total of 304
Neostead shotguns manufactured, 190 were exported leaving a remaining total of 114
sold into the local market. A revolutionary shotgun which is extremely scarce. Condition
is "as new".
.22lr Heckler & Koch M&P5 Carbine
Action marked "HK MP5 Cal .22lr HV", telescoping H&K stock, top of receiver marked
"Licenced Trademark of Heckler & Koch Inc." and alongside it "HK MP5". Carbine has
an integral and detachable suppressor mounted to the 16" barrel, magazine capacity of
25 rounds. Condition is as new.
20ga/7x57 Antonio Zoli O/U Combo - Cased
In factory hard case with two barrel sets, first set of barrels 25,4" 20ga over 7x57
rimless, with" Karel Kaps" scope on quick detachable mounts. Second set of barrels is
a pair of ventilated rib 20ga 28" barrels. Fully engraved box lock action with cross bolt
to it, a rounded pistol grip with two panel checkering to it and fore end, butt fitted with
Antonio Zoli marked ventilated pad. All in very good condition.
12ga FN Shotgun - Cased
In hard leather case. Box lock ejector with 27,75" barrels choked full and half, wrap
around chequering to fore end and straight English grip, solid red Silvers type recoil
pad, good bores, tight action, handle of case broken and in need of repair. Good plus
condition.
12ga BSA S/S Shotgun - Cased
Hard black repro leather case. Box lock extractor with 30" barrels, choked full and
quarter. Good plus bores, polished silver action with correct matt finished to blued
parts, stock has been professionally refreshed. Good to good plus refinished condition.
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R 12000.00

R 9500.00

R 4500.00

R 3250.00

R 4500.00

R 2250.00

R 1500.00

R 8500.00

R 12000.00

R 35000.00

R 5000.00

R 9000.00
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F176

12ga W W Greener S/S Shotgun - Cased
In hard leather case with brass hinges, case marked to "Harrisons Gunsmiths of
Salisbury Rhodesia". Box lock extractor action, barrels of 30" choked full and three
quarter. Gun is built on Greeners Long Empire action. Profuse engraving to action,
bottom plate of action has been reblued, gun is in good plus original condition.

F177

12ga Blaser F3 O/U Shotgun - Cased
In factory hard case. Barrel length of 30" with eleven different multichokes, spare top
lever and firing select grade highly figured walnut butt and fore end, single trigger
ejector action, gold plated trigger, adjustable for length of pull. Gun is in unfired
condition
12ga Merkel Side Lock Ejector O/U Shotgun
Sidelock, double trigger, ejector action. Game gun with ribbed 27,8" barrels choked half
& imp. cylinder. Straight grip English styled stock with wrap-around chequering to wrist
and two-piece fore-end. Barrels marked "Berlin W. Gebruder Merkel Suhl & Suhler
Waffenfabrik". l.O.P.=15". Excellent condition.
Blaser R93 3-Barrel Set - Cased - Scoped
Interchangeable caliber rifle with .243win., .300WSM and .375H&H Mag barrels.
Exhibition grade walnut stock with fore end tip & grip caps and fine chequering to it.
Included are 2 x ASE Ultra compact suppressors, two Schmidt & Bender riflescopes in
original manufacturer's boxes with QD rail mounts, being 1,5x6 magnification and 3-12x
50 magnification as well as spare fore-end. Includes Blaser plastic & leather hard
factory case. A top grade gun and all in mint condition.

F178

F179

F180

R 6500.00

12ga Clabrough & Johnstone S/S Shotgun - Cased
Boxlock ejector with 30" barrels, choked three quarter and half, game scene and scroll
engraving to sides of action plus scroll engraving to bottom of action and trigger guard,
semi pistol grip. Good overall condition.

R 75000.00

R 12500.00

R 115000.00

R 7500.00

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
Lot #

Lot Description

G1

.22lr Slazenger Rifle
Bolt action single shot with open sights to 24" barrel, good plus condition. Would be
perfect for cutting down to a "boys" rifle configuration.
.22lr Norinco JW-15A Rifle
Bolt action copy of the Brno with five round magazine and 23,5" barrel which has open
sights to it and muzzle threaded for a suppressor. Excellent condition.
.22lr Winchester Mod 69A Rifle
Fitted with 4X32 Tasco Bantam compact scope, barrel shortened to 23" length and
threaded for suppressor. Very good refinished condition.
.22lr Ruger 10/22 T Semi-Auto Rifle - New In Box
Target variant with heavy profile 20,5" barrel and laminated wooden stock. Ten round
magazine. The rifle is brand new in manufacturer's box and includes detachable
weaver type rail.
No Item
.22lr Brno Mod 2 Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Bushnell Banner rifle scope and Whisper silencer. Deluxe model with select
grade wood. Excellent condition.
.22hnt CZ Rifle
Fitted with Burris 3-9X Full Field 2 Scope, rifle built in 2012, barrel length of 23,5" with
open sights, chequered wrist and fore end to Bavarian styled stock. Excellent original
condition.
.243win Cogswell & Harrison Sporting Rifle
Built on M98 Mauser action, open sights to 22" barrel, barrel and action sound,
varnished stock displays considerable wear scratches and would benefit from a
refinish.

G2

G3

G4

G5
G6

G7

G8
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Estimate

R 650.00

R 1750.00

R 1350.00

R 12500.00

R 4500.00

R 8500.00

R 5500.00
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G9

G10

G11

G12

G13

G14

G15

G16

G17

G18

G19

G20

G21

.243win Mauser M1904 Rifle
Rifle re-barrelled to .243 calibre by Musgraves with 26" barrel fitted with open sights,
good bore. Good overall condition.
.25/06 Tikka T3 Rifle
Stainless finished rifle with 22" barrel and detachable box magazine, polymer factory
stock. Very good plus condition.
8x68mm Voere Titan rifle
Built on extremely smooth and robust Voere Titan action, magna-ported 26" barrel with
fixed leaf rear sight and Bushnell 3-9X Banner telescope mounted on receiver. Trigger
guard release to mag box, double set triggers, Bavarian style stock with cheek piece.
Good to good plus condition.
.270win Mauser 1904 Rifle
Custom rifle built on M1904 action fitted with Bushnel Banner scope and 23,5" barrel,
dark wood fore end tip and grip cap, wrap around skip line chequering to both fore end
and grip, butt has a raised shadow line cheek piece to it and ventilated recoil pad, butt
of superior grade walnut has a 13,25" lop to it which would be suitable for use by a
youngster or female shooter. Good plus condition.
.30/06 Husqvarna Rifle
Built on Husqvarna's variant of the M98 action fitted with Lynx Professional series 39X42 telescope, suppressor and bi-pod. Stock has two re-enforcing pins added to the
action area and two panel chequering to both wrist and fore end. Good overall
condition.
.30/06spr Winchester Mod 70 Classic Hunter Rifle
New production Model 70 with Battue type rear sight and high visibility fore sight, to 24"
barrel, hinge release magazine box, wrap around chequering to fore end, swept back
chequering to grip, cheek piece and solid Winchester recoil pad to butt. Rifle is new
with original stickers still attached to barrel.
.30/06spr Zastava Rifle
Elegant sporting carbine with 20,5" barrel carrying ramp fore sight and adjustable leaf
rear sight. Built on Zastava's variant of the M98 action, double set triggers to action and
hinged floor plate, two panel skip line chequering to both stock and pistol grip, cheek
piece and ventilated recoil pad to butt. Good original condition overall.
.30-06 Stevens Mod. 110E Series K Rifle
Open sights to 22" barrel, rear sight blade removed, worn finish on barrel through
carrying rifle over the shoulder, impressed skip line chequering to wrist and fore end,
fair to good condition.
.30/06 FN-Browning S/Auto Sporting Rifle
Fitted with a Hunter 3-9X40 rifle scope, Open sights to 20" barrel matt finish to receiver,
wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to pistol grip, ventilated
recoil pad, stock would benefit from a refinish. Good overall condition.
.308win Mauser 98 Rifle
Custom rifle built on a superior grade walnut stock with roll over cheek piece and dark
fore end tip and grip caps, fitted with 1/2 to 4 1/2 X steel tube scope. All in excellent
condition.
.308win Zastava Tactical Stock Rifle
Standard Zastava M98 rifle with 24" barrel mounted on ATI tactical synthetic stock with
full length picatinny rail mount. All in excellent condition.
.303Lee Enfield No.4 Mk2 Rifle-Scoped
Standard military configuration No.4 rifle fitted with 4x32 Bisley Deluxe scope.
Magazine missing and ejector screw, rest all very good plus condition.
7,62mm Musgrave RSA Bisley Target Rifle
Stainless steel barrel of 31", target stock with dished cheekpiece. CH1/4 minute, peep
rear sight with adjustable dioptre and 5-minute increment ladder front sight with tunnel
and full set of ring increments. Very good plus to excellent condition.
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R 3950.00

R 12500.00

R 13500.00

R 5000.00

R 7500.00

R 12500.00

R 6500.00

R 5000.00

R 9500.00

R 8500.00

R 7500.00

R 2850.00

R 11500.00
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G22

G23
G24

G25

G26

G27

G28

G29

G30

G31

G32

G33
G34

G35

G36

.303 Lee Enfield Sporting Rifle
Sporter built on .303 No.1 Mk3 action with ramp foresight to 21,5" barrel. Monte Carlo
butt with chequered wrist, two panel chequering to fore-end. Action drilled & tapped for
scope mounting. Good overall condition.
.303 BSA "Sporterised" Rifle
Recoil pad to butt, shortened fore-end, Tasco 3-9x40 scope fitted. Good condition
7,92mm Mauser K98 Rifle
Rifle has M43 Spanish Mauser action which has been drilled, tapped and bent bolt,
fitted to a laminated K98 stock and K98 barrel with Nazi markings to it. Includes military
issue leather sling. Good overall.
338 Win Mag Ruger M77 Rifle
Bolt action sporter with 22" barrel threaded for suppressor. Hinged magazine floorplate.
Two panel chequering to both wrist & fore-end. Solid "Decelerator" pad to walnut stock.
Good plus overall condition.
.458win mag Remington Mod 700 Rifle
Barrel length of 24,5" with muzzle-brake fitted. Walnut stock with dark fore-end tip &
grip cap, twin recoil lugs to action, wraparound chequering to fore-end and two panel
chequering to grip. Monte-Carlo cheekpiece and solid red "Kickeez" pad to butt. All in
good plus condition.
.308 & 7mm/08 Thompson Center Encore Rifles
7mm/08 23,25" barrel thread for Leupold 3-9 Vari X2C scope on Redfield mounts. .308 24" barrel is in its original packaging with front and rear sights fitted. Wooden TC butt
with ventilated recoil pad, spares included with rifle are two oversize hinge pins and
various springs. All in excellent condition.
.38spl/357mag Rossi Puma Carbine
Barrel length of 20,25" with open sights, straight hand Imbuia stock with curved steel
butt plate, some light dings and scratches to wood work. Overall good condition.
.30-30 Marlin Mod 30AS Lever-Action Rifle
Fitted with "Kaps" 4x36 scope, rifle has an additional hammer spur for scope use and
20" barrel. Side ejection system. Matt blue finish to metalwork, chequered pistol grip
and fore-end. Excellent condition.
12ga Lu Mar Scirocco 1 O/U Slug Shotgun
Designed as a pig hunting gun with ribbed barrel carrying both folding rear sight and
fore sight, barrels of 19,75", double trigger extractor action, shotgun is stocked with
attractive piece of wood with wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering
to pistol grip and ventilated recoil pad, matt silver finished action with extensive
engraving to it. Good plus condition.
12ga Atis Pump Shotgun
Barrel length of 19,75", synthetic fore end and pistol grip for butt. Excellent condition.
12ga Remington Mod 870 Magnum Pump Shotgun
Barrel length of 18", ribbed wooden fore end, wooden butt with ventilated recoil pad to
it. Excellent overall condition.
12ga Maverick Pump Shotgun
Riot gun with 18,75" barrel and synthetic stock. Excellent condition.
12ga Manufrance Riot Pump Shotgun
Barrel length of 20" with full length magazine tube, butt displays repaired crack to it,
rest of gun in good condition.
12ga CBC Mod 586 Pump Riot Shotgun
Barrel length of 19,25", full length magazine tube. ribbed wooden fore end, wooden
butt. Good to good plus condition.
12ga CBC Mod 586 Pump Riot Shotgun
Barrel length of 19,25", full length magazine tube. ribbed wooden fore end, wooden
butt. Good to good plus condition.
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R 1950.00

R 1750.00
R 3750.00

R 9500.00

R 12000.00

R 12500.00

R 7500.00

R 12500.00

R 1500.00

R 2250.00

R 4950.00

R 3950.00
R 1250.00

R 1950.00

R 1950.00
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G37

12ga Mossberg M500A Pump Riot Shotgun
Barrel length of 20,75" with full length magazine tube, ribbed wooden fore end,
ventilated pad to wooden butt. A few light scratches to butt otherwise good condition.

R 2250.00

G38

12ga Beretta Musgrave Riot Pump Shotgun
Barrel length of 20,5", wooden stock, some wear to finish on sharp edges of action.
Good to good plus condition overall.
12ga Winchester Mod 1300 Defender Riot Pump S/gun
Barrel length of 18,25" with full length magazine tube. Gun appears to be as new
condition.
12ga Winchester Mod 1300 Defender Shotgun
Barrel length of 18,35". three quarter length magazine tube. Gun would appear to be in
as new condition.
12ga Smith & Wesson Mod 916A Field Shotgun
Full choke barrel length of 30". Ribbed fore end smooth pistol grip with sliding safety to
tang. Good original with some light wear to bluing.
No Item
12ga Baikal S/Auto M21-2 Field Shotgun
Full choke ventilated rib barrel of 29". Engraving to receiver. Wrap around chequering
to fore-end, two panel chequering to wrist. Cheek piece to butt which has a ventilated
pad fitted. Good to good plus overall.
12ga Manufrance St. Etienne S/Auto Field Shotgun
Full choke barrel of 28", two panel chequering to both wrist & fore end. Gas operated
with adjustable valve. Good to good plus condition.
12ga Belgium S/S Boxlock Ejector Shotgun
Barrel lengths of 27,75" choked full and 1/4. Nitro-proofed for 65mm load. Wrap-around
chequering to straight wrist & fore end. Fair traces of colour case hardening to action,
bright blued finish to smaller parts. Straight English profile stock with 14,25" L.O.P.
Good overall condition.
12ga Miroku S/S Boxlock Ejector Shotgun
Barrels of 28" choked full & modified. Chequered fore end and pistol grip stock.
Ventilated recoil pad. Considerable carry wear to finish on barrels. Good bores, tight
action.
12ga Geco S/S Boxlock Non-Ejector Shotgun
Barrels of 30" which are choked full & modified. Greener type cross bolt with side clips
to action. Chequered fore end & semi pistol grip stock. Chequering has been refreshed.
Some carrying wear to bluing on barrels, a repairable ding to left hand bore, tight
action.
12ga Sauer/Aya S/S Boxlock Shotgun
Engraved, case-hardened, extractor action with Greener cross bolt and side clips.
Barrels of 28" which are choked full & modified. Leather handguard/protector fitted to
barrels. Chequered fore end and pistol grip type grip to stock which has an integral
cheekpiece to it Pachmayr "Decelerator" recoil pad. Gun is in particularly good
condition, but for some slight carrying wear to the finish on the bottom of the action.
This model was made by Aya & marketed by Sauer.

R 2750.00

12ga Borchers S/S Boxlock Shotgun
Extractor action. Barrels of 28" choked full & modified. Chequered wrist & fore-end to
stock. Very good condition.
12ga Sabel S/S Boxlock Ejector Shotgun
Barrels of 27" choked 1/2 & 1/4, engraved & colour case hardened action. Chequering
to fore-end & straight wrist English styled stock which is fitted with a Pachmayr
"Decelerator" pad. Excellent overall condition.
12ga Belgium S/S Boxlock Extractor Shotgun
Barrels of 26,75" choked full & 3/4. Greener cross bolt and side clips to action.
Chequered fore end and semi pistol grip to stock. Good bores, tight action. Chequering
worn smooth, fair to good overall.

R 4500.00

G39

G40

G41

G42
G43

G44

G45

G46

G47

G48

G49

G50

G51
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R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 1950.00

R 1900.00

R 1750.00

R 4000.00

R 5000.00

R 1950.00

R 4500.00

R 5500.00

R 3950.00
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G52

G53

G54

G55
G56

G57

G58

G59

G60

G62

G63

12ga Zabala S/S Boxlock Extractor Shotgun
Barrels of 30" choked full & full. Engraved action. Chequered beavertail type fore-end
and pistol grip stock which is fitted with a ventilated recoil pad. Excellent overall
condition.
12ga Brno S/S Sidelock Ejector Shotgun
Sidelock ejector with 28,5" barrels choked full & 1/2. Engraved action, pad to butt.
Good bores, tight action but wear to bluing. Good overall.
12ga Stevens S/S Boxlock Extractor Mod 311AShotgun
Barrels of 28" choked full & modified. Recoil pad fitted to walnut stock. Some carrying
wear to finish on barrels. Good overall condition.
12ga Baikal S/S Mod IJ-59M Shotgun
Boxlock non-ejector with 28" barrels choked full & 3/4. Fair to good condition.
12ga Astra Imperial S/S Shotgun
Barrels of 34" choked full & 3/4. Engraved box lock action with Greener type cross bolt
and ejector barrels. Chequering to beavertail type fore-end and pistol grip styled stock
which s fitted with a solid recoil pad. Gold plated trigger. There is a repaired chip to top
of stock, rest good overall condition.
12ga SKB O/U Mod 600 Shotgun
Single trigger, ejector action which has reinforcing bolsters to it and is fully engraved.
Barrels are 28" and are choked full & 1/4. Good plus condition.
12ga Sabbati O/U Ejector Shotgun
Double trigger action, 27,6" barrels choked full & 3/4. Chequered fore-end & pistol grip.
Some carrying wear to finish of bluing on bottom of action but overall good to good
plus.
12ga Zoli O/U Shotgun
Engraved action, double-trigger, extractor action, ribbed 28" barrels, full & 1/2 chokes.
Good plus condition.
12ga Boito O/U Shotgun
Double trigger, extractor action. Multi-choke barrels of 28,25". Chequered fore-end &
pistol grip to stock. Excellent condition.
12ga Webley & Scott Shotgun - Slug
Ideal pig gun. Single shot with barrel length of 19,7" and fitted with Lynx Red Dot
Compact scope. Ventilated recoil pad. Mint condition.
12ga Aya Single Barrel Shotgun
"Cosmos" model with 28" barrel. Top-lever case-hardened action. Some chips to
varnish stock finish. Good overall.

R 2950.00

R 3500.00

R 1950.00

R 2250.00
R 2750.00

R 6500.00

R 5000.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 1950.00

R 450.00

Many thanks to PAAA for allowing Classic Arms to use information from their book
"Firearms Developed & Manufactured in Southern Africa 1949 -2000"
Conditions of Sale
The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal announcement
during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the property listed in this
catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the said property that we act
for.
1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a) The bid price,
b) A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at
15% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.375%)
c) And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 15% of the bid price. It is recorded
that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to
such premium.
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2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased
the lot being offered and to have:
a) assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein
b) to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar
days from the date of sale.
In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have assumed
full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions contained
herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence or permit for
possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said
licences
Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against
the prevailing terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the
Auction purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the
dealer
It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between
the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body
not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been
settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or
in Bank Cleared funds.
All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the
aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card
settlements.
No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in
addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without
limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole
discretion may:
a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b) resell the property.
3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or
collected, within 4 (Four) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to
be abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the
purchaser.
No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not
be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in
this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs
including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our
attorneys fees and incidental charges.
All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this
clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the
seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
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In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of any
item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00 per
calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of
the month within which the four month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in
his obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such
item to recover such fee.
4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued
number and no lot shall be divided for sale.
5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall
be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole
opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to
determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall
be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.
6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable
only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for
consequential or incidental damages.
Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.
7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by
the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s
behalf in order to protect such reserve.
Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY
A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.
8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR
IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP,
PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR
HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY
OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers
including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance
and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.
10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are
governed by the laws of South Africa. By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order-bid
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach,
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be
resolved by the parties in 10.
These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers
and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the
terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us
unless specifically stated in writing signed by us.
11. Absentee Bids. As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction,
we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the
bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.
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Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the
event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no
responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.
12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots.
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to
bidder or seller as to the actual price.
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the
estimate value.
13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor.
By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500
R 50-00 increments
501 - 1999
R 100-00 increments
2,000-4,999
R 250-00 increments
5,000-9,999
R 500-00 increments
10,000-19,999
R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 >
R 2,500-00 increments
POSTAL BIDDING FORM
To:
Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)
PO Box 484
River Crescent 1042

Tel: 013 656 2923
Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 62 to be held on 24th November 2018
Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 16h00 Thursday 22nd November 2018
Lot No: Description:
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Limit:

I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;
Full Name: (Please Print)
ID Number:
Postal Address:
Residential Address:
Tel :
Cell :
Signature :

Fax:
Email:
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